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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
In today’s high-technology environment, most organisations build complex 
products and services. Organisations however rarely build all the components of 
their product/service. Instead, they produce bits and pieces of the same and 
finally integrate them into a single product/service. Such complex development 
and maintenance processes require good management and control. 
 
The following report is based on a study conducted at Experian, (Riverleen office, 
Nottingham, UK) wherein the processes within the Credit Services Development 
and Delivery (CSDD) team were evaluated against the CMMI-Development 
standard. The study presented analyses various aspects of the processes being 
adopted and used within following teams of the CSDD group: 
• Build and Quality Assurance 
• Business Analysis and Product Development 
• Project Management Office 
• Change and Configuration Management 
• Support 
 
Apart from evaluating what it will take Experian to attain CMMI level 3 maturity, 
the study explores the gaps existing between where Experian is now and where it 
aspires to reach. The study also explores the level of involvement  the leadership 
team and the senior management have in process improvement initiatives. 
 
The project also looks at the way Perot Systems (the offshore vendor for 
Experian’s software development) can help leverage their knowledge to get 
Experian to the desired CMMI maturity level. Other aspects of the study included 
the identification of the benefits and the barriers of such process improvement 
initiatives, identifying the steps Experian should take to go about this process and 
finally attempting to answer the way Experian can make maximum out of these 
initiatives.  
 
The study starts with helping readers understand the CMMI standard and its pros 
and cons of CMMI. It later moves on to analysing the 22 Key Process Areas of the 
CMMI-Development standard within Experian, and finally, concludes with the 
findings of the study and the recommendations made to help Experian on a short-
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1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the ways to develop a higher-quality software solution or a software 
product is by adopting Software Process Improvement. It has been long-standing 
approach, which has been promoted by most of the software engineering 
researchers and practitioners. Before we can jump into evaluating what it take 
Experian to adopt CMMI (one of the SPI standards) and the technicalities of the 
study, let us take a quick look at Experian’s business proceedings and the scope 
of the study presented.  
1.1 Experian Overview 
Experian is a global leader in consumer and business credit reporting and 
marketing services and a member of the United Kingdom's FTSE 100 index, with 
revenues in excess of US$4 billion. It is a client information company that offers 
information services which enable companies to improve and accelerate their 
efficiency, by helping them manage risk and rewards of financial and commercial 
decisions. Experian’s mainly maintains consumer and company databases 
providing one with data required to access credit check of the consumers. Its 
work consists of four main activities and its products and services can be 
organised into 5 categories as shown below: (About Experian, 2009) 
 
 
Figure 1: Experian's main products and services 
 
• Credit analysis - providing information on the financial credibility of clients 
• Providing information to companies to help them make informed money 
lending decisions, prevent frauds and help in other operational matters 
• Marketing solutions which assist commercial companies to get hold of new 
prospective clients and manage relationships with existing clients, by 
providing them with the required consumer demographics 
• Offering direct marketing solutions and putting suppliers of products and 
services in direct contact with consumers 
1.2 Research Scope 
The main aim and objective of the project was to benchmark existing processes 
at Experian against the CMMI-Development standard. The primary question which 
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What would it take Experian UK to achieve the CMMI-Development Level 3 
maturity, and what is the highest CMMI maturity level Experian should aspire to 
reach (and why)?  
 
 
Figure 2: Different levels of CMMI-Development Maturity 
 
Other aspects of the projects addressed the following questions: 
• What maturity level best characterises Experian currently? 
• Which CMMI level represents the best aspiration for Experian? 
• What are the gaps between where Experian is now and where it aspires to 
reach? 
• What benefits might Experian expect from achieving the aspired level? 
• What opportunities are there for Experian to leverage the higher CMMI 
level of its offshore partner - Perot Systems? 
 
During the course of the project, the initially set scope of the study was altered.  
It was decided to explore in depth the ‘estimation processes of the Build Team, 
processes of the ‘Change and Configuration Management’ and QA processes. 
Process areas within other teams would not be evaluated in depth. The main aim 
of the project was however retained as is. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Process management is a well-developed domain within the manufacturing & the 
services sectors. Improved process management can lead to a competitive 
advantage by meeting customer needs (Gefen D, et. al., 2006). 
 
Such quality and process improvement concepts are quite new within the 
software quality control sector. There are many proposed approaches and no 
agreement on a single method for the same that is what makes it complex. Some 
generic guidelines for achieving and managing quality have been developed and 
are widely acknowledged. These standards have provided frameworks for 
achieving high quality standards and process improvements. Through these 
processes, an organisation can attain high quality services and products (Ethiraj, 
et al., 2005). 
 
The acceptance of software process standards and methodologies are therefore 
key determinants of competitiveness in the IT industry. This is one of the 
foremost reasons why Software Process Improvement (SPI) has been spreading 
rapidly among IT industry worldwide (M. Staples et al). 
2.1 Process Improvement and its purpose 
2.1.1 Why use a standard? 
“Standards are documented agreements containing technical specifications or 
other precise criteria to be used consistently as rules, guidelines, or definitions of 
characteristics, to ensure that materials, products, processes and services are fit 
for their purpose” (ISO, 1997). 
 
A standard is therefore a set of guidelines/rules/heuristics, which when followed 
gives an assurance of good practice within an organisation. Thus, a standard 
might not be best practice, which an organisation adopts. Software Organisations 
might adopt standards for many reasons some of which are listed below (Anthony 
Finkelstein, 1997) 
• A standard can act as a means of transferring good practice within the 
organisation 
• A standard may be adopted as a result of the mandate of clients and 
procurement agencies (as they have been following the same standard) 
• A standard can be adopted because of the competition within the market 
(where different players in the market compete for building their client 
base) 
• A standard can also be adopted as safety net or as a consequence of a 
product certification requirement 
2.1.2 Various standards 
Software Process Improvement (SPI) has been for long, promoted by software 
engineering researchers as an effective method of developing high-quality 
software products and services effectively. Process capability maturity models 
such as CMM, CMMI (Chrissis et al., 2003) and ISO/IEC 15504 (SPICE) are SPI 
frameworks for defining and measuring processes and practices that can be used 
by software-developing organisations.  
 
Some of the International Standards which software organisations look to adopt 
are those set by the: (Memon N, 2006) 
• International Organisation for Standardization (ISO) 
• Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. (IEEE) 
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• Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMM/CMMI) 
• Project Management Institute (PMI) 
 
2.1.3 Purpose of CMMI standard for Experian 
For the purpose of this report and as mentioned in the introduction section above, 
the report considers CMMI-Development standard. (Note: All references to CMMI 
shall be referred to as CMMI-Development standard) 
2.2 What is CMMI-Development Standard 
Before we can detail out what are the benefits of adopting the CMMI standard, let 
us look at what constitutes the same and how it was developed over time. 
 
CMMI is a process improvement approach that provides organisations with the 
essential elements of effective processes. It can be used to guide process 
improvement across a project, a division, or an entire organisation. CMMI also 
provides a point of reference for appraising current processes (SEI, 2005). 
2.2.1 History of CMMI 
 
 
Figure 3: History of CMMI 
 
Since 1991, CMMs have been developed by many disciplines. Although these 
have been useful and benefitted the organisations who adopted it, the use of 
multiple models has proven to be problematic. Thus, a CMM Integration SM team 
was formed to sort out the problems faced by such organisations. This team’s 
initial objective was to combine 3 source models which were: (SEI, 2005) 
 
• The Capability Maturity Model for Software (SW-CMM) v2.0 draft C  
• The Systems Engineering Capability Model (SECM)  
• The Integrated Product Development Capability Maturity Model (IPD-CMM) 
v0.98 
 
The CMMI model for SPI has been a significant part of an increasing effort to 
develop and implement such software development process strategies that can 
potentially reduce the risk of software development failure and increase the 
quality of the developed software products (Gefen D, et al, 2006). CMMI for 
Development is a reference model that covers the development and maintenance 
activities applied to both products and services. Organisations from various 
industries, including aerospace, banking, computer hardware, software, defence, 
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automobile manufacturing, and telecommunications, use CMMI for Development 
(SEI, 2005). 
2.2.2 Five levels of CMMI 
CMMI prescribes an evolutionary move toward process improvement and 
organises a wide range of activities into a gradual progression through five 
maturity levels: initial, managed, defined, quantitatively managed, and optimizing 
as shown below (Paulk, et al., 1993; SEI 2005) 
 
Maturity Levels Description 
1 - Initial 
• Achieving rudimentary predictability of schedules & costs 
• Processes are usually ad-hoc and chaotic 
• Establishing process control, process improvement is not 
possible 
2 - Managed 
• Rigorous project management of costs, schedules, 
commitments, changes, goals 
• Projects are performed and managed according to their 
documented plan and are reviewed, monitored and 
controlled by involving relevant stakeholders 
3 - Defined 
• Process documented and standardized at organisation 
level 
• Tailored standards for each process 
• Advanced technology can be usefully introduced 
• the organization must further mature the maturity level 2 
process areas 
4 – Quantitatively 
Managed 
• Organisation and projects establish quantitative 
objectives for quality and process performance 
• these objectives are used as criteria for managing 
processes 
• Process understood, measured, controlled 
• Comprehensive process measurements and analysis 
5 - Optimising 
• Organisation continually improves its processes based on 
a quantitative understanding of the common causes of 
variation inherent in processes 
• Organisation continually improving process performance 
through incremental and innovative process and 
technological improvements 
• Foundation achieved for optimization of the process 
• Focus on rapid improvement and rapid technology 
updating 
 
Table 1: Five levels of CMMI-Development standard 
 
Difference between Capability Levels and Maturity Levels 
Levels are used in CMMI to describe an evolutionary path, which is recommended 
for an organisation that wants to improve the processes it uses to develop and 
maintain its products and services.  
 
CMMI standard supports two improvement/evolutionary paths. 
• Continuous Representation: which enables organisations to incrementally 
improve processes corresponding to an individual process area (or set of 
process areas) selected by them. 
• Staged Representation: which enables organisations to improve a set of 
related processes by incrementally addressing successive sets of process 
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The differences between these two representations can be summarised as shown 
in table 2. The term ‘capability level’ is used for continuous representation, while 
the term ‘maturity level’ is used for staged representation.  
 
Continuous Representation Staged Representation 
The organization selects process areas 
and capability levels based on its 
process improvement objectives. 
The organization selects process areas 
based on the maturity levels it wants 
to attain. 
Improvement is measured using 
capability levels which: 
• Measure maturity of a particular 
process across an organization. 
• Range from 0 through 5. 
Improvement is measured using 
maturity levels which: 
• Measure maturity of a set of 
processes across an organization. 
• Range from 1 through 5. 
Capability levels are used to target and 
track process improvement 
performance. 
Maturity levels are used to target and 
track process improvement 
performance. 
Equivalent staging allows an 
organization using the continuous 
approach to process improvement to 
derive a maturity level as part of an 
appraisal. 
There is no need for an equivalence 
mechanism back to the continuous 
approach. 
 
Table 2: Capability vs Maturity 
 
Source: SEI, CMMI-Development, 2005, page 58 
 
Figure. 4 shows how these differences can be represented as a diagram. Here we 
see that the Capability Levels focuses on the Generic Goals and Specific Goals of 





Figure 4: Continuous vs Staged Representation in CMMI 
 
Source: SEI. CMMI-Development, 2005 page 42 
 
Whether an organisation goes for continuous or staged representation, the main 
purpose of having these levels is to allow benchmarking against the CMMI 
standard. As part of this study we considered the staged representation for 
Experian’s evaluation against the CMMI-Development standard. This is because 
the project focused on the overall aspect of IT product delivery rather than 
concentrating on any specific process or set of process areas. That said, some of 
the Process Areas have been studied in detail as part of the project specification.  
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2.2.3 Structure of CMMI and Key Process Areas 
Each maturity level (except for Level 1) consists of a set of Key Process Areas 
(KPAs). These KPAs identify the areas that should be addressed in order for an 
organisation to achieve a specific maturity level (Gefen D et.al, 2006). KPAs can 
be clustered by their common features, which include: 
• commitment to perform 
• ability to perform 
• activities performed 
• measurement and analysis 
• verifying implementation  
 
Each common feature comprises of a set of key practices. These key practices 
describe the policies, procedures, and activities that are important to the effective 
implementation of each KPA. The key practices thus describe "what" is to be done 
by the organisation rather than "how" the organisation should go about doing it. 
It is the responsibility of the implementing organisation to formulate specific 
procedures and activities that best fit its environment (Gefen D et.al, 2006). 
 
Sr. No Process Area Name (Acronym) Category Maturity Level 
1 Casual Analysis and Resolution (CAR) Support 5 
2 Configuration Management (CM) Support 2 
3 
Decision Analysis and Resolution 
(DAR) Support 3 
4 
Integrated Project Management + 
IPPD (IPM + IPPD) 
Project 
Management 3 
5 Measurement Analysis (MA) Support 2 
6 





Organizational Process Definition + 
IPPD (OPD + IPPD) 
Process 
Management 3 








10 Organizational Training (OT) 
Process 
Management 3 
11 Product Integration (PI) Engineering 3 
12 Project Monitoring and Control (PMC) 
Project 
Management 2 




Process and Product Quality 
Assurance (PPQA) Support 2 
15 




16 Requirements Development (RD) Engineering 3 
17 Requirements Management (REQM) Engineering 2 








20 Technical Solution (TS) Engineering 3 
21 Validation (VAL) Engineering 3 
22 Verification (VER) Engineering 3 
Table 3: Process Areas in CMMI - Development 
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Let us look into process area and a detailed description of its components. Figure 
5 below shows how a CMMI process area looks like: 
 
 
Figure 5: Elements of Process Area in CMMI-Development standard 
 
Source: SEI, CMMI-Development, 2005, page 29 
 
Process Areas: A process area is a cluster of related practices/processes in an 
area which, when implemented collectively, satisfy a set of goals. As stated 
earlier there are 22 process areas in CMMI, which are segregated according to 
their importance, and thus fall in different categories and have different maturity 
level specifications. 
 
Purpose Statement: The purpose statement describes the purpose of the 
process area. 
 
Introductory Notes: The introductory notes section of the process area 
describes the major concepts covered in the process area. 
 
Related Process Areas: The related process areas section lists references to 
other process areas and reflects the high-level relationships among the process 
areas. This is why the process areas are grouped in 4 different categories which 
are process management, engineering, project management and support. 
 
Specific Goals:  A specific goal describes those unique characteristics, which 
must be present to satisfy the process area. A specific goal is used in appraisals 
to help determine whether a process area is satisfied. 
 
Specific Practices: To achieve a specific goal, a set of special practices that 
define the specific goal have to be achieved. Thus, specific practices describe the 
activities, which when achieved, result in the achievement of a particular specific 
goal. 
 
Typical Work Products: This section under specific practice lists sample output 
from that specific practice. These examples are called typical work products 
because there are often other work products that are just as effective but are not 
listed. 
 
Sub-practices: A sub-practice is a detailed description that provides guidance 
for implementing and interpreting a specific or generic practice. Sub-practices 
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may be worded as if prescriptive, but are meant only to provide ideas that may 
be useful for process improvement. 
 
Generic Goals: Generic goals are called “generic” because the same goal 
statement applies to multiple process areas. A generic goal describes 
characteristics that must be present to institutionalize the processes that 
constitute a process area. As a specific goal, even a generic goal is used in 
appraisals to determine whether a process area is satisfied. 
 
Generic Practices: Generic practices are called “generic” because the same 
practice applies to multiple process areas. To achieve a generic goal a set of 
generic practices, which define that generic goal, have to be achieved. Thus 
generic practices describe these activities which when achieved result in the 
achievement of a particular generic goal. 
 
Generic Practice Elaborations: A generic practice elaboration appears after a 
generic practice in a process area to provide guidance on how the generic 
practice should be applied uniquely to the process area (SEI, 2005). 
2.2.4 CMMI a widely accepted standard 
Although what initially started as a U.S government funded software project, over 
the years CMMI has become widely accepted in the commercial sector as a 
standard for software development control, improvement, and evaluation. As 
stated by Alder, et al., (2005) CMMI has become "one of the most popular means 
for improving software development". 
2.3 Benefits of CMMI 
Over the years most of the research on CMMI has focused on its impact on 
project and organisational performance measures. It has been shown that CMMI 
methodology assists in producing high quality software and increased 
productivity, while reducing the cost involved and the time invested (Niazi, et al., 
2005). This conclusion is supported by Adler et al. (2005) who examined a large 
software services firm at CMMI level 5. The potential of CMMI to improve 
development performance in quality, cost, and timeliness depends on four key 
success factors: strategic impetus, management commitment, broad 
participation, and organisational socialization (Adler et al., 2005). 
 
A detailed study done by Avoca GmbH (2005) states the following advantages of 
using CMMI standard: 
 
1. CMMI has integrated several maturity models into one model, which being 
a product and service development model, applies to various disciplines in 
several industries. 
2. CMMI’s key process areas specify capability levels so that business goals 
and organisational aspects can be reflected better in an improvement 
effort, which can be easily dealt within an organisation, which plans to get 
maturity levels in continuous representations. 
3. CMMI is freely available as compared to other standards like ISO 20000, 
ISO 9001 and ISO 15504 that can only be accessed by large groups with 
some costs implications. 
4. CMMI is flexible. It consists of generic and specific practices. This leads to 
organisations specific CMMI implementations. Further the organisation can 
also segregate departments to adopt this standard in different way and at 
different pace. 
5. CMMI offers to tailor CMMI implementation to specific needs of the 
organisation. It can be first adapted to smaller projects to avoid excessive 
overhead and is thus useful in organisations with constraints on resources. 
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6. CMMI offers continuous representations where organisation can choose 
key process areas that make sense to individual context. 
7. SW-CMM, CMMI staged representation is more of a fixed sequence to be 
followed. 
2.3.1 Study by S.E.I 2007 
A technical report published by SEI (Gibson D.L., et. al., 2007) mentions some of 
the benefits that an organisation can attain by adopting standards like CMMI. This 
study was mainly based on the 6 broad categories under which an organisation 
can benefit. It also looks at the overall Return on Investment criteria for an 
organisation. Figure 6 is what the model looks like: 
 
 
Figure 6: SEI 2007 - Study framework 
 













Cost 34% 29 3% 87% 
Schedule 50% 22 2% 95% 
Productivity 61% 20 11% 329% 
Quality 48% 34 2% 132% 
Customer 
Satisfaction 14% 7 -4% 55% 
Return on 
Investment 4.0:1 22 1.7:1 27.7:1 
 
Table 4: SEI Study 2007 - Performance criteria and summary of performance 
Source: Gibson D.L., et. al., 2007, page 5 
 
Under each of the aforementioned categories were many criteria/data points that 
were considered while coming up with the displayed statistics. 
 
2.3.1.1 Cost 
The cost category includes cases where organisations have reported changes in 
the cost of their final or intermediate work products including changes in the cost 
of the processes employed to produce these products. Furthermore, general 
savings attributed to model-based process improvements, increased predictability 
of incurred costs and other measures of variation are included in this category. 
The criteria used to measure cost category are as follows:  
 
Variety of measures Criteria for measure 
Costs (general category)/Cost of delivery Reductions in 
Cost of quality/Cost of poor quality 
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Costs of rework/Defect find & fix costs 
Software unit costs 
Variation in cost performance index (CPI) 
Number/Cost of process staff 
Overhead rate 
Savings in or due to Implementing hardware processes 
Budget estimation accuracy Improved 
Average cost performance index (CPI) 
 
Table 5: SEI Study 2007 - Criteria of measure for Cost category 
Source: Gibson D.L., et. al., 2007, page 7 
  
2.3.1.2 Productivity 
This category includes various measures based on the amount of work 
accomplished in a given period. As per the study done the 329% increase was in 
an organisation which never used any kind of process improvements standard like 
CMMI. The criteria used to measure productivity category are as follows: 
 
Variety of measures Criteria for measure 
Lines of code per labour hour 
Number of releases per year 
Source statements per month 
Testing rates 
Function points per full time equivalent staff 
Time comparisons by build 
General Measures 
Software production (general category) 
 
Table 6: SEI Study 2007 - Criteria for measuring Productivity category 
Source: Gibson D.L., et. al., 2007, page 7 
 
2.3.1.3 Schedule 
This category involves improvements in schedule predictability and reduction in 
the time required to do the work. The criteria used to measure schedule category 
are as follows: 
 
Variety of measures Criteria for measure 
Variation in schedule 
Schedule Performance Index (SPI) 
Number of days late 
Days variance from plan 
Reductions in 
Slippage of project delivery 
Cycle Time 
Average schedule performance index (SPI) 
Proportion of milestones met 
Improved or increased 
Estimation accuracy 
Table 7: SEI Study 2007 - Criteria for measuring Schedule category 
Source: Gibson D.L., et. al., 2007, page 7 
 
2.3.1.4 Quality 
The Quality is measured by reductions in number of defects. The specific 
measures vary depending on the business objectives and the information needs 
of the reporting organisations. These measures include counts by phase of 
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2.3.1.5 Customer Satisfaction 
This category includes changes based on customer surveys. An alternative 
method of measuring this is to have award fees. The study concluded that some 
organisations do regularly collect, analyse, and use quantitative measures of 
customer satisfaction. As per the study most organisations are not ready to 
disclose the reason for any negative impact of any SPI adoption as indicated by a 
negative percentage in table 4 above. 
 
2.3.1.6 Return on investment (ROI) 
 
Return on investment (ROI) can be expressed in many ways (Denne M. et al, 
2003). The ROI category reported in this study includes only those that can be 
expressed as ratios of benefits to costs over time. In addition to benefit-to-cost 
ratios, these can also include companion measures of net present value, internal 
rate of return, payback periods, and break even points. 
 
Variety of measures Criteria for measure 
Rework avoided due to fewer defects 
Improved productivity 
Costs avoided and 
benefits 
Increased revenue due to shorter cycle time 
Quality activities 
Automation Improvement investment 
Process improvement in general 
 
Table 8: SEI Study 2007 - Criteria for measuring ROI category 
Source: Gibson D.L., et. al., 2007, page 7 
 
A similar study (Gefen D et.al, 2006), which examined the assessed effectiveness 
and efficiency of CMMI as implemented in several projects in a large high-tech 
organisation, involved in-depth interviews accompanied by survey verification. 
This study highlights not only helps creating a better software product, but also 
increases the efficiency and effectiveness of the development and testing phases 
in the software development process. Apart from these primary benefits, athe 
adoption of these standards can help meet budget requirements and gain 
schedule predictability.  
 
Both these studies by SEI and Gefen D. (et. al, 2006) recommend organisation to  
adopt CMMI standards and process improvement agenda in order to reap benefits 
like improved predictability of budget, schedule, productivity and cost increased 
employee morale, acquirement of a larger consumer base and continuous 
business growth. 
2.4 Critique to CMMI 
One of the major concerns about CMMI, and related approaches is their relevance 
and applicability to smaller organisations (Brodman and Johnson, 1994). Case 
studies reporting the experience of small organisations with CMMI invariably 
discuss the peculiar a majority of them face when using CMMI standards. At the 
same time, there have been small no of smaller organisations that have benefited 
from CMMI and attempts have been made to tailor CMMI for adoption by these 
smaller organisations (Paulk, 1998). 
 
A study done by M. Staples et. al., (2007) lists out several reasons for an 
organisation not adopting CMMI standard, some of which are mentioned below: 
 
1. There are 3 grades of CMMI and cost is the main differentiating factor. If 
an organisations maturity level has to be made public then one must opt 
for A grade SCAMPI appraisal which is the costliest of all three grades. 
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Monetary constraints are the major reason why organisations do not adopt 
CMMI. 
 
2. Some organisation listed out time constraints as a reason for not opting 
CMMI standard with the main concern being lack of time available to adopt 
CMMI rather than length of time to benefit from the standard. 
 
3. Some other organisations reasoned out the use of other SPI frameworks 
like ISO, PMI as a reason for not opting CMMI standard. 
 
When organisations make a decision about adopting a new practice, they must 
consider the ‘‘Can we use it?’’ and “Should we use it?’’ approaches. The “Can we 
use it?” talks about the feasibility of organisation adopting the practice, while the 
“Should we use it?” asks if there are any compelling business reasons for an 
organisation to adopt the practice. 
 
The study made M. Staples et. al., (2007) grouped the reasons given by 
organisations for not buying these services into categories of ‘‘we could not use 
it’’ and ‘‘we should not use it’’. Overall it was observed that organisations 
generally gave “we could not use it” reasons. 
2.5 Comparison of CMMI with other SPI Standards 
There are many Software Process Improvement standards available. Objective of 
these SPI standards is to help organisations develop high-quality software 
products and services effectively, and to leverage the experience gained across 
the organisation.  
 
One of the major advantages of using CMMI standard is its free availability. Most 
of the other standards like ISO 9001; ISO15004 can only be assessed with some 
cost implications to the organisation. ISO is a certification standard and hence 
have to be kept up to date. On the other side, ISO is not well accepted by 
American vendors. It also requires personnel to be trained in understanding the 
standard and practicing the same. Furthermore, the documentation for ISO is 
difficult to understand and interpret (Memon N, 2006). 
 
The IEEE standard is widely recognised, easily available and includes all 
processes. It’s main drawbacks however are that it uses specialist vocabulary and 
that is comes with cost implications. IEEE also assumes the project has a 
standard lifecycle and hence cannot be used in complex projects. Moreover, the 
standard does include how one can manage the human resources or rather the 
staffing, which is an advantage (Memon N, 2006). 
 
Standards like PMI are mainly used by project management office (PMO). PMI is a 
widely available and recognised standard and is used for certifying PMs. PMI also 
requires ongoing training to maintain certification. On the other side, this 
standard only includes management and support processes (Memon N, 2006). 
 
According to the study carried out by Gefen D et. al., 2007, projects which 
involved internal complexity and which had constraints from delivery point of 
view (had the ones which need to improvise on the run) are difficult to mange 
through CMMI standard. Rapid Action Development (RAD) and Extreme 
Programming (XP) are the best way to deal with such kind of projects. An 
organisation has to decide upon which framework suits well in a particular context 
(Gefen D, et. al., 2006). 
 
Similarly, there have been studies to compare CMMI standard with agile 
methodologies. A study by Turner R et. al., (2002) mentions that although there 
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are many differences between CMMI and Agile approaches, the description of 
them being compared as “oil and water” have been overstated. Both approaches 
are used to define the attitude or mindset under which development activities are 
accomplished. 
 
Turner R et. al., (2002) further believed that neither way is the “right” way to 
develop software or software-intensive systems. Rather they believed that, there 
are instances of projects or phases of projects when one or the other represents a 
significant advantage. While development organisations will almost certainly have 
a preferred manner of doing business, they should be able to identify and 
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3. METHODOLOGY 
In an attempt to answer the research question and address the concerns of 
leadership team at Experian, a basic history and understanding of the way 
Experian UK operates had to be understood. Drawn back to the issues of 
evaluating software development processes at Experian UK and the challenge 
posed to benchmark these processes against CMMI-Development maturity model, 
it was of utmost importance to identify all the issues and problems by examining 
Experian's software development processes in depth. These included processes 
adopted by various stakeholders within the software/product development group 
at Experian. Analysis section details down various stakeholders involved and how 
the overall process looks like. This also details the way internal stakeholders and 
external stakeholders interact and the flow of communications amongst them.  
 
In order to analyse the problem closely and to find new research clues it made 
sense to adopt a strategy of qualitative research for the study. Qualitative 
analysis not only helps in exploring the problem in detail but also helps explore 
new dimensions of the problem that covers the understanding of the problems 
from different viewpoints. One drawback of conducting only qualitative research 
methodology is that conclusions cannot be generalised and models cannot be 
developed as can be done in quantitative analysis. None the less, the study done 
here uses personal experiences of the people at Experian to make quantitative 
analysis (Hudson et. al., 1988). 
 
Interviews and discussions were the methods adopted to do this study. These 
discussions with relevant stakeholders were conducted using questions generated 
through the analysis of the CMMI-Development model (refer Appendix A for 
detailed questions) 
 
To further justify the drivers for such an exercise at company level (Experian UK, 
software development group level), to understand if any benefits will be realised, 
and to understand the involvement of people at higher management level a set of  
discussions were conducted with the leadership team (senior management) at 
Experian without whom the project initiation wouldn’t have been possible.  
 
Further to support these discussions/interviews Experian's confidential documents 
and processes available on the intranet and other shared repositories were 
reviewed. Some project specific documents were requested from concerned 
people within different teams as it made sense to conduct the benchmarking on 
certain processes talking with people on different teams. 
 
 




This section of the report concentrates on the analysis of the study done at 
Experian. Since the study, involved assessing the processes at Experian to those 
against the CMMI-Development standard one of the sub sections within this 
section would look into a detailed study of each of these key process areas. 
 
For changes like CMMI adoption to happen at any organisation level, it is very 
important to know how much support the Leadership team and the Senior 
Management at that organisation have and what their take on such changes is. 
One of the sections highlights these involvements.  
 
The analysis of this study also involves discussions with Perot colleagues within 
Experian, as they are offshore vendor for development and QA activities. Hence, 
a sub-section within the analysis talks about the way Perot Systems looks at this 
initiative from long-term relationship viewpoint. How this initiative will help Perot 
Systems in the short run for executing the projects smoothly is another aspect, 
which is covered as part of this analysis. 
 
Finally, the analysis talks about where Experian stands now and what should they 
aspire for in terms of the maturity level. This section helps us understand the gap 
analysis of the situation at Experian now and what it should look like in future. 
4.1 Software Development at Experian 
Before one could assess various processes involved in the lifecycle of the software 
development process at Experian, one needs to understand the overall process of 
product development right from the initiation phase where client requirements 
are understood to the final hand over to the support team in charge of supporting 
the project in long run. 
 
The scope of this study was to assess the processes involved within CSDD team, 
which in turn is divided into various sub teams, which are segregated according 
to the roles they play in the overall delivery of the project. These stakeholders 
(internal as well as external) play a very vital role in the lifecycle of the project. 
Let us quickly look at various stakeholders involved in an IT product development 
region within Experian UK.  
4.1.1 Stakeholders and their interactions 
Information system has become more complex and to understand it better one 
has to understand the business from the perspective of its different stakeholders 
concerning the business. In particular, a study conducted by Athanasia Pouloudi, 
1999, makes the case for a more holistic view of stakeholders in information 
systems, reflecting the current multi-faceted concerns of information systems 
development (Athanasia Pouloudi, 1999). 
 
At Experian, the life cycle of a product involves many teams and people at 
various levels. Some of the stakeholders were added as part of discussions with 
teams although they are not part of the current stakeholders group at Experian 
when the study was conducted.  
 
The stakeholders mapping and the way they interact with each other can be 
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Figure 7: Stakeholders Mapping within CSDD group at Experian 
 
Each stakeholder play a different role at a different phase of a project and is thus 
important from the point of view of overall process delivery. Let us take a lookat 
the roles played by each stakeholder and the particular phase of software 
development they get involved in.  
 
For understanding, the stakeholders have been classified into 2 major categories 
depending on whether they are internal or external to Experian.  
 
4.1.1.1 Internal Stakeholders 
 
Account Manager and Product Manager: On smaller projects, a product 
manager can act as an account manager and as a project manager, while the 
roles are separated in larger projects where the account manager would manage 
the overall client relationship and the product manager will be accountable for 
specific product. 
 
Project Management Office (PMO): There can either be a separate project 
manager to manage the internal project team and to manage the estimates or it 
can be same as product manager if the team is small. The PMO team at Experian 
comprises only of project managers 
 
Business Analysis & Product Design (BAPD): A Business Analyst at Experian 
is responsible for analysing clients’ businesses and relating their business 
requirements with the concerned technical teams. This team of people make 
initial estimates on any client engagement which are then revised with inputs 
from other relevant stakeholders 
 
Quality Assurance (QA): The QA team at Experian is responsible for product 
quality and is a part of the Build team. This team does not look into other aspects 
like auditing, process improvement focus etc. Most of the QA work is outsourced 
to the offshore vendor Perot Systems 
 
Build: The Build team at Experian is responsible for core development and 
deployment of the product. Although development is outsourced to Perot 
Systems, Experian has people who look at the overall delivery of the project from 
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a technical point of view. This team includes technical leads, technical managers 
etc. 
 
Change and Configuration Management: Some companies follow a dedicated 
teams approach while Experian has a mix of dedicated as well as translational 
teams (business as usual teams). Change and Configuration management at 
Experian is clubbed for all teams. Infrastructure and CSDD have the same change 
and configuration management teams taking care of these activities. Initially the 
Build team took care of the configuration and change management but now this 
team is responsible for change activities.  
 
Support: Once the project is in production/live, it is handed over to the Support 
team, which takes care of the issues and change requests arising post production. 
They operate in three levels of operations wherein the third level deals with co-
ordinating with the Build team to fix bugs (issues/problems). 
 
Other stakeholders: These teams are not involved on a day-to-day basis from 
an operations standpoint but are a part of the overall delivery. Finance, Marketing 
and HR teams at Experian can be categorised under other stakeholders’ category 
as they play a part in the overall setup of the project. 
 
4.1.1.2 External Stakeholders 
 
Users and Clients: This stakeholder group is the core group on which the 
business at Experian works. Experian has many clients ranging from Finance 
industry to Retail and from the Public Sector to the Private sector. This 
stakeholder group comprises of end users as well. 
 
Perot Systems (Development team and QA team): Experian recently shifted 
to an offshore kind of development model and Perot Systems was the main 
vendor chosen for this purpose. Perot Systems team work along with Experian’s 
team. Thus, we have a QA team at Perot Systems maintaining the quality of the 
product, while Perot Systems development team is responsible for delivering the 
code (development phase).  
 
As per the discussions with BAPD team, there seems a possibility of involving 
Perot Systems from Business Analysis and SME viewpoint to have them involved 
in all aspects of the overall delivery processes. 
4.1.2 Lifecycle and communication between stakeholders 
Almost all the projects at Experian use the Waterfall Model (SDLC) for IT product 
development and for changes to be made within the same. These changes can be 
broadly categorised as follows depending on their impacts on the products: 
 
4.1.2.1 Classification of projects by Business Requirements 
 
Concept Business Case (CBC): This change is classified as the one, which 
affects multiple clients. This kind of change can be initiated either by multiple 
clients or by the product support team. Depending on the efforts required 
(number of build man-days) for the change the project is further classified into 
tiers where complexity of the change desired determines the no. of build man 
days required to complete the project 
 
Single Point of Entry (SPE): As compared to the Concept Business Case, this 
change is classified as the one affecting functionality for a single client it either 
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Others: Apart from CBC and SPE there are other kind of changes which for the 
purpose of this report have been classified as ‘other changes’. These include work 
packets, off the shelf change request, business change etc. 
 
4.1.2.2 Classification of projects by complexity and efforts required 
 
Classifying the project according to the nature of business requirement is one 
thing but classifying the project according to the efforts (number of build man 
days) required gives the right dimension to the projects for bulling purpose. 
 
Tier 1 (Major): As the name suggests, projects under this category are big and 
require more than 250 build man-days of efforts. For eg: HBOS Perfect Sale or 
large product deliveries. These kinds of projects usually have a workshop before 
the build team can produce any estimates. 
 
Tier 2 (Medium): Projects which require anything from 50 to 250 build man 
days of effort are classified as medium projects. For eg: LinkSM enhancements or 
Changes to Existing Products. As a general guideline, these kinds of projects 
normally allow ten days for build estimation process. 
 
Tier 3 (Simple): Projects which require anything from 10 to 50 build man days 
of effort are classified as simple projects. For eg: Small enhancements to the 
existing systems. As a general guideline, these kinds of projects normally allow 
five days for build estimation process. 
 
Tier 4 (Off the shelf): On the other side projects/changes which require less 
than 10 build man days of efforts are classified as off the shelf projects where the 
name suggests that the changes are very minor. For eg: running a batch job for 
data merger. As a general guideline, these kinds of projects normally allow one 
day for build estimation process. 
 
4.1.2.3 Project methodology and gateway process review at Experian 
A typical project at Experian (SDLC) comprises of seven different phases, which 























Figure 8: Gateway process lifecycle at Experian for CSDD team 
Source: CSDD_Dev Methodology  Processes V1.0.doc 
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4.2 Analysis of CMMI Process Areas 
 
Since this study was based on the CMMI-Development standard, the following 
section would talk about Key Process Areas (KPAs) and how processes at 
Experian match to these KPAs to understand the software development delivery 
process from benchmarking point of view. This analysis has been segregated 
according to processes being followed by various teams at Experian, which 
include PMO, BAPD, Build, QA, Support, Change Management, and Configuration 
Management. Since certain processes have to be followed across all the teams 
they have been put under a common group of processes (Refer Appendix-A for 
questions covered as part of this analysis). 
4.2.1 Processes under Support and Configuration Management teams 
 
4.2.1.1 Configuration & Change Management (CM) 
 
Processes covered under Process Area 
Configuration and Change Management process area under CMMI comprises of 
processes, which are responsible for establishing, and maintaining the integrity of 
work products using configuration identification, configuration control, 
configuration audits etc. Following are the specific goals and specific practices, 
which were evaluated under this process area (SEI, 2005): 
 
SG1: Establish Baselines SG 2: Track and Control Changes 
SG 3: Establish 
Integrity 
SP 1.1 Identify Configuration 
Items 
SP 2.1 Track Change 
Requests 
SP 3.1 Establish 
Configuration 
Management Records 
SP 1.2 Establish a 
Configuration Management 
System 
SP 2.2 Control 
Configuration Items 
SP 3.2 Perform 
Configuration Audits 
SP 1.3 Create or Release 
Baselines  -  - 
 
Table 9: Specific goals and practices in Configuration Management 
 
Analysis of the evaluation done 
Discussions with members of the team from Configuration and Change 
Management reveals that the processes adopted within this team are quite 
matured as compared to other teams. During the discussions there was a 
mention of certain processes within Configuration Management being 
benchmarked or rather were adopted from the ISO 20000 standard, which was 
first of its kind IT Service Management standard. 
 
Another revelation was the fact that configuration management and change 
management works well with the GTS - Infrastructure team (Technical Solution) 
that requires improvements when it comes to application (CSDD) side of things. 
Most of the processes adopted in TS are from the ISO 20000 standard. 
4.2.2 Processes under Build team 
As part of the overall delivery the most complex and the most process driven 
teams was the Build team. A detailed study was done regarding some aspects of 
the build team, which included estimation process and how the overall projects 
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4.2.2.1 Technical Solution (TS) 
 
Processes covered under Process Area 
Technical Solution process area under CMMI comprises of processes that are 
followed by the technical team to design, develop and implement solutions to 
requirements. Following are the specific goals and specific practices, which were 
evaluated under this process, are (SEI, 2005): 
 
SG 1: Select Product 
Component Solutions SG 2: Develop the Design 
SG 3: Implement 
the Product Design 
SP 1.1 Develop 
Alternative Solutions and 
Selection Criteria 
SP 2.1 Design the Product 
or Product Component 
SP 3.1 Implement 
the Design 
SP 1.2 Select Product 
Component Solutions 
SP 2.2 Establish a Technical 
Data Package 
SP 3.2 Develop 
Product Support 
Documentation 
- SP 2.3 Design Interfaces Using Criteria - 
- SP 2.4 Perform Make, Buy, or Reuse Analyses - 
 
Table 10: Specific goals and practices in Technical Solution 
 
Analysis of these processes 
Technical Solution is one of the core process areas that define the way product 
can be developed. While analysing processes under this process area it was 
observed that there were no defined processes and although people within Build 
follow certain processes, these have not been documented.  
 
While evaluating the specific goal of product component solutions it was observed 
that the selection of a certain kind of design approach is the responsibility of the 
tech lead on the project and the best technical solution in terms of feasibility 
would be selected among the alternatives available. At the same time, one 
process/methodology, which came out during the discussions, was the fact that 
the deviation to standard framework designs are being reviewed by a special 
committee called “Design Authority” who are responsible for reviewing the design 
and proposed solutions which are not within the boundaries of the existing 
framework at Experian (Discussions with people at Experian, 2009).  
 
While developing the design, processes and methodologies like prototyping and 
POC are being carried out by build team to ensure that the right product is being 
built. Techniques like design patterns, ER model and design reuse can be adopted 
to establish design processes within build team. 
 
Another aspect, which was analysed as part of the technical solution process 
area, was the process of handover to the Support team. It was observed that 
only few projects have a requirement of a handover document, which would help 
Support, team in future for any changes to the product. This will act as a barrier 
when, over the time, there are many changes done between the product now and 
the initial documents when the product was launched for the first time. These 
initial documents will then become obsolete. 
 
Since Perot Systems is involved in most of the development work, some of the 
processes can be leveraged to help better organise the interface between Perot 
and Experian. As per the discussions with some of the team members within the 
build team, only 2-3% of these processes are being used at Experian and thus 
the scope is huge. While it was observed that that there are reviews done 
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between Experian tech lead and the Perot Systems teams the internal reviews for 
technical overview documents are not carried out within Experian.  
 
4.2.2.2 Product Integration (PI) 
 
Processes covered under Process Area 
Product Integration process area comprises of processes which are responsible for 
assembling the product from the product components ensuring that the product, 
as integrated, functions properly. It also comprise of processes used to deliver 
the product. Following are the specific goals and specific practices, which were 
evaluated under this process area (SEI, 2005): 
 
SG 1: Prepare for 
Product Integration 
SG 2: Ensure Interface 
Compatibility 
SG 3: Assemble Product 
Components & Deliver the 
Product 
SP 1.1 Determine 
Integration Sequence 
SP 2.1 Review Interface 
Descriptions for 
Completeness 
SP 3.1 Confirm Readiness 
of Product Components for 
Integration 
SP 1.2 Establish the 
Product Integration 
Environment 
SP 2.2 Manage 
Interfaces 
SP 3.2 Assemble Product 
Components 
SP 1.3 Establish 
Product Integration 
Procedures and Criteria 
- SP 3.3 Evaluate Assembled Product Components 
- - 
SP 3.4 Package and Deliver 
the Product or Product 
Component 
 
Table 11: Specific goals and practices in Product Integration 
 
Analysis of these processes 
Since most of the changes within the CSDD teams are categorised under Tier-2 
projects (refer to section 4.1.2.2 for more details), a majority of the work at 
Experian would involve changing the existing products and upgrading them to 
better match client requirements. Since these activities involve changes, Product 
Integration forms one of the major process areas at Experian. 
 
Determining the processes to be used for integrating the changes within existing 
products and the new products being developed is a crucial activity within this 
process area. After analysing the processes being used it was found that a work 
packet approach has been established between Perot and Experian to take care of 
many changes, which coming through the Support and Change Management 
teams. This work packet may contain many change requests together and thus 
the impact of these changes on other interconnected applications is important 
(Confidential documents at Experian, 2009). 
 
Perot and the Build team do much of the impact analysis and estimates are made 
accordingly. At times, it might happen that Perot systems comes up with a 
slightly higher estimate than the Experian team as the CMMI Level 5 organisation 
will have many processes and documentation procedures to be followed even for 
a small change. 
 
In addition, while assessing the specific goals and practices under this process 
area it was observed that there are lot of approvals required from various people 
working in different teams within Experian. This slows the process further and 
hence reduces the chances of taking other potential change requests in the work 
packet based approach. 
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4.2.3 Processes under QA 
Process Areas under this section covers processes owned by the QA team at 
Experian. A detailed study of this processes were being done, as this processes 
were being implemented 8-10 months back. Thus, the evaluation of these 
processes was important to know from new process initiatives and how it is 
working now. 
 
4.2.3.1 Validation and Verification (VAL and VER) 
 
Processes covered under Process Area 
Validation and Verification are two separate process areas which come under the 
category of Engineering. While Verification ensures that, “you built it right”; 
Validation ensures that “you built the right thing.” Processes followed for testing 
the product form part of this process area. Following are the specific goals and 
specific practices, which were evaluated under this process area (SEI, 2005): 
 
SG 1: Prepare for Validation SG 2: Validate Product or Product Components 
SP 1.1 Select Products for Validation SP 2.1 Perform Validation 
SP 1.2 Establish the Validation 
Environment SP 2.2 Analyse Validation Results 
SP 1.3 Establish Validation 
Procedures and Criteria  NA 
 
Table 12: Specific goals and practices in Validation 
 
SG 1: Prepare for 
Verification 
SG 2: Perform Peer 
Reviews 
SG 3: Verify Selected 
Work Products 
SP 1.1 Select Work 
Products for Verification 
SP 2.1 Prepare for 
Peer Reviews 
SP 3.1 Perform 
Verification 
SP 1.2 Establish the 
Verification Environment 
SP 2.2 Conduct Peer 
Reviews 
SP 3.2 Analyse 
Verification Results 
SP 1.3 Establish 
Verification Procedures 
and Criteria 
SP 2.3 Analyse Peer 
Review Data - 
 
Table 13: Specific goals and practices in Verification 
 
Analysis of these processes 
During the course of the study at Experian it was found that QA processes are the 
most matured among all the process areas. The changes proposed around a year 
back and practiced through out this period are showing good improvement. 
 
One of the reasons this is better managed is the fact that most of the processes 
within QA are being executed by the Perot Systems offshore team that happens 
to work in a CMMI level 5 environment. The way the interface between Experian 
QA team and Perot systems QA team is managed has made it possible for QA 
processes to be at a higher maturity level than the others within build team 
(Discussions with people at Experian, 2009).  
 
Speaking to the QA team members it revealed that QA processes are being 
defined and thus the first step towards the process improvement initiative is 
being laid. Processes like data collection for doing measurements and analyses 
within QA, having regular reviews of test plan, test cases; test execution reports 
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There is also a process laid out for measuring some of the important matrices 
that would help in decision making. These measurements are currently not being 
used for this purpose. At the same time, there exists a separate master test 
strategy being executed across all CSDD QA deliveries with slight deviations 
existing on a project-to-project basis.  
 
4.2.3.2 Process and Product Quality Assurance (PPQA) 
 
Processes covered under Process Area 
Although PPQA, VAL and VER are tightly tied together, PPQA comprises of 
processes to provide staff and management with objective insight into processes 
and associated work products. It involves compliance processes and providing 
feedback to the staff and the managers on the results of QA activities. Following 
are the specific goals and specific practices, which were evaluated under this 
process area (SEI, 2005): 
 
SG 1: Objectively Evaluate Processes 
and Work Products SG 2: Provide Objective Insight 
SP 1.1 Objectively Evaluate Processes SP 2.1 Communicate and Ensure Resolution of Noncompliance Issues 
SP 1.2 Objectively Evaluate Work 
Products and Services SP 2.2 Establish Records 
 
Table 14: Specific goals and practices in Process and Product Quality Assurance 
 
Analysis of these processes 
CMMI proposes to have a separate QA team independent of project specific 
teams. This team should be divided in to many groups like a QA specific team, an 
auditing committee and a process improvement committee to name a few.  
 
Although there is no separate QA group at Experian, parts of these sub teams are 
existing within many teams. For e.g. there are audits being conducted by various 
groups (Discussions with people at Experian, 2009). Getting all these people 
together into one separate group can be one of the recommendations o help with 
better functioning of things. One interesting observation within this process area 
was the fact that these processes are not necessarily carried out for each projects 
and thus can be one of the suggestions to be included as part of the Service 
Delivery Document (SDD) between Perot and Experian.  
4.2.4 Processes under BAPD and PMO 
Process Areas under this section covers processes owned by BAPD and PMO team 
at Experian. Although research for these processes was not covered in depth but 
none the less, these processes are extremely important from the overall smooth 
delivery of the projects at Experian 
 
4.2.4.1 Project Planning (PP) 
 
Processes covered under Process Area 
Project Planning comprises of processes that deal with estimating and maintaining 
the project plans and defining the project activities. This includes processes that 
involve developing a plan, interacting with different stakeholders, getting 
commitment to the plan, maintaining the plans etc.  Following are the specific 
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SG 1: Establish Estimates SG 2: Develop a Project Plan 
SG 3: Obtain 
Commitment to the 
Plan 
SP 1.1 Estimate the Scope 
of the Project 
SP 2.1 Establish the 
Budget and Schedule 
SP 3.1 Review Plans 
That Affect the Project 
SP 1.2 Establish Estimates 
of Work Product and Task 
Attributes 
SP 2.2 Identify Project 
Risks 
SP 3.2 Reconcile Work 
and Resource Levels 
SP 1.3 Define Project 
Lifecycle 
SP 2.3 Plan for Data 
Management 
SP 3.3 Obtain Plan 
Commitment 
SP 1.4 Determine Estimates 
of Effort and Cost 
SP 2.4 Plan for Project 
Resources - 
- SP 2.5 Plan for Needed Knowledge and Skills - 
- SP 2.6 Plan Stakeholder Involvement - 
- SP 2.7 Establish the Project Plan - 
 
Table 15: Specific goals and practices in Project Planning 
 
Analysis of these processes 
One of the things which came out of discussions with other teams was the fact 
that PMO teams are the best managed among all the teams at Experian. This is 
generally true from the observations made during this study. PMO team at 
Experian uses Projects in Controlled Environments (PRINCE) standard for 
execution of project management processes. Most of the things followed by 
PRINE standard are part of CMMI standard and hence when it comes to 
evaluating the PMO team from CMMI perspective it stands out as compared to 
other teams at Experian (Discussions with people at Experian, 2009). 
 
When it comes to planning a project there is lot that goes into project planning 
which includes the project plan for key stages right from Initiation/PID to Project 
closure. Plans are signed off based on phase/activity/task and resources loaded. 
The PMO team at Experian have standard templates for project plan, top-level 
estimates, sign off documents etc. Most of the estimates are done by comparing 
to similar deliveries in the past or by doing a functional point analysis 
(Discussions with people at Experian, 2009).  
 
While analysing the task dependencies and the and the methods used to identify 
this task dependencies it was observed that within PMO team most of these 
dependencies are identified using Critical Path Methodology (CPM) while methods 
like PERT are used very rarely. At the same time, it was observed that most 
dependencies are common across projects and this dependencies act as inputs for 
next phase. For e.g. specs are done before build, build before test etc. 
 
When it came to analysing the whether Experian maintains a separate database 
for skills and knowledge for their people it was observed that this process is not 
being followed within PMO and BAPD team, while on the other side there were 
certain processes laid out for tracking skills and knowledge of people within Build 
team. 
 
4.2.4.2 Project Monitoring and Control (PMC) 
 
Processes covered under Process Area 
Project Monitoring and Control goes hand-in-hand with Project Planning. 
Processes under this process area comprise processes to understand the project 
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progress so as to take appropriate corrective actions. Following are the specific 
goals and specific practices, which were evaluated under this process area (SEI, 
2005): 
 
SG 1: Monitor Project Against Plan SG 2: Manage Corrective Action to Closure 
SP 1.1 Monitor Project Planning 
Parameters SP 2.1 Analyse Issues 
SP 1.2 Monitor Commitments SP 2.2 Take Corrective Action 
SP 1.3 Monitor Project Risks SP 2.3 Manage Corrective Action 
SP 1.4 Monitor Data Management - 
SP 1.5 Monitor Stakeholder 
Involvement - 
SP 1.6 Conduct Progress Reviews - 
SP 1.7 Conduct Milestone Reviews - 
 
Table 16: Specific goals and practices in Project Monitoring and Control 
 
Analysis of these processes 
As mentioned above Project Management is one of the better managed teams 
within Experian with processes being matured as they use some of the principles 
of PRINCE standard for their execution. 
 
The PMO team at Experian uses a tool called Oracle Time and Labour (OTL) for 
project tracking and monitoring purpose (Confidential documents at Experian, 
2009). This helps PMO team to report status on the project on weekly basis to the 
concerned clients. Although there are certain procedures and processes being 
followed for progress reviews and milestones reviews most of this is dealt on an 
individual PM basis. There is no set process laid out for the same. Thus, PM at 
Experian is expected to track progress to the baseline plan and escalate the 
issues if the project is not tracking to plan dates (Discussions with people at 
Experian, 2009).  
 
4.2.4.3 Supplier Agreement Management (SAM) 
 
Processes covered under Process Area 
The Supplier Agreement Management process area is another project 
management process area, which takes care of overall delivery process in terms 
of outsourcing of vendors. Some of the processes here involve standards laid 
down for selecting a supplier, determining the type of acquisition required, which 
is used for products and product components etc. Following are the specific goals 
and specific practices, which were evaluated under this process area (SEI, 2005): 
 
SG 1: Establish Supplier Agreements SG 2: Satisfy Supplier Agreements 
SP 1.1 Determine Acquisition Type SP 2.1 Execute the Supplier Agreement 
SP 1.2 Select Suppliers SP 2.2 Monitor Selected Supplier Processes 
SP 1.3 Establish Supplier Agreements SP 2.3 Evaluate Selected Supplier Work Products 
 - SP 2.4 Accept the Acquired Product 
 - SP 2.5 Transition Products 
 
Table 17: Specific goals and practices in Supplier Agreement Management 
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Analysis of these processes 
After analysing Supplier Management, it was observed that Experian acquire very 
little in standard project deliveries. At the same time if there has to be any 
procurements to be done there is a separate process laid out which is known as 
IProc (Confidential documents at Experian, 2009). 
 
When it comes to approved suppliers for certain type of work (for e.g. 
development, QA) procurements team have already agreed and negotiated with 
these suppliers (for e.g. Perot). 
 
4.2.4.4 Risk Management (RSKM) 
 
Processes covered under Process Area 
Processes covered under Risk Management comprises of activities, which identify 
potential problems that the project can face. Thus risk handling activities can be 
planned accordingly and invoked as and when necessary. Detecting risks, early 
helps reduce overall cost of the project and makes it easier for the overall 
delivery of the project. Following are the specific goals and specific practices, 
which were evaluated under this process area (SEI, 2005): 
 
SG 1: Prepare for Risk 
Management 
SG 2: Identify and 
Analyse Risks SG 3: Mitigate Risks 
SP 1.1 Determine Risk 
Sources and Categories SP 2.1 Identify Risks 
SP 3.1 Develop Risk 
Mitigation Plans 
SP 1.2 Define Risk 
Parameters 
SP 2.2 Evaluate, 
Categorize, and Prioritize 
Risks 
SP 3.2 Implement Risk 
Mitigation Plans 
SP 1.3 Establish a Risk 
Management Strategy     
 
Table 18: Specific goals and practices in Risk Management 
 
Analysis of these processes 
In a typical delivery project, risks are identified by running what Experian calls as 
risk workshops. These sessions are being held during the initial stages of the 
project and the stakeholders involved in these sessions include key project staff, 
support department, service management and technical services teams. Most of 
the risks are identified during these workshop sessions. One of the common risks 
involved in most of these projects were resource allocation (Confidential 
documents at Experian, 2009). 
 
Most of these risks are identified by similar kind of experience faced in previous 
projects and by experiences of attendees of these workshop sessions. Since risk 
management is one of the areas within project management the risks document 
is owned by a PM and is being reviewed with relevant stakeholders on a monthly 
basis (Discussions with people at Experian, 2009). 
 
Some of the main parameters while evaluating risk document on a particular 
project were as follows (Discussions with people at Experian, 2009):  
• Risk probability 
• Impact and severity of risk occurrence 
• Consequence of risk 
• Current worst case impact 
• Mitigating actions 
• Operational owner etc. 
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The parameters above help the owner of the risk track these risks easily and thus 
can be reviewed when mitigation actions are being taken against these risks. 
 
4.2.4.5 Integrated Project Management (IPM) 
 
Processes covered under Process Area 
The Integrated Project Management process area includes processes that are 
used to establish and manage the project and the involvement of relevant 
stakeholders within the project. Following are the specific goals and specific 
practices, which were evaluated under this process area (SEI, 2005): 
 
SG 1: Use the Project’s Defined Process SG 2: Coordinate and Collaborate with Relevant Stakeholders 
SP 1.1 Establish the Project’s Defined 
Process 
SP 2.1 Manage Stakeholder 
Involvement 
SP 1.2 Use Organizational Process 
Assets for Planning Project Activities SP 2.2 Manage Dependencies 
SP 1.3 Establish the Project's Work 
Environment SP 2.3 Resolve Coordination Issues 
SP 1.4 Integrate Plans  - 
SP 1.5 Manage the Project Using the 
Integrated Plans  - 
SP 1.6 Contribute to the Organizational 
Process Assets  - 
 
Table 19: Specific goals and practices in Integrated Project Management 
 
Analysis of these processes 
Integrated Project Management processes go hand in hand with other processes 
within the PMO teams. Although since there is no separate process improvement 
and planning group its difficult for each project to refer to a list of standard 
process assets within Experian (Discussions with people at Experian, 2009). Since 
Experian follows a work packet approach all small change request s are being 
grouped together to form this work packet. Integrating these small changes into 
a project plan is a difficult task but is well managed between the BAPD and PMO 
teams. Which changes should go and which should not, how the testing strategy 
for these changes should be, identifying interdependencies between these 
changes is one of the most difficult task. 
 
Processes are in place to do these activities and to manage different stakeholders’ 
involvement. Dependencies as spoken earlier are taken care of through methods 
like CPM and PERT.  
 
4.2.4.6 Requirements Development (RD) and Requirements Management 
(REQM) 
 
Processes covered under Process Area 
Processes covered under Requirements Development comprises of activities that 
are used to produce and analyse the requirements. There are three types of 
requirements customer, product and product component requirements. Taken 
together these address the needs of relevant stakeholders. On the other side 
processes covered under Requirements Management comprises of activities that 
are used to manage the requirements of products, product components and to 
identify inconsistencies. Following are the specific goals and specific practices, 
which were evaluated under this process area (SEI, 2005): 
 
 




SG 1: Develop 
Customer Requirements 
SG 2: Develop Product 
Requirements 
SG 3: Analyse and 
Validate Requirements 
SP 1.1 Elicit Needs 
SP 2.1 Establish Product 
and Product Component 
Requirements 
SP 3.1 Establish 
Operational Concepts 
and Scenarios 
SP 1.2 Develop the 
Customer Requirements 
SP 2.2 Allocate Product 
Component Requirements 
SP 3.2 Establish a 
Definition of Required 
Functionality 
- SP 2.3 Identify Interface Requirements 
SP 3.3 Analyse 
Requirements 
- - 
SP 3.4 Analyse 
Requirements to 
Achieve Balance 
- - SP 3.5 Validate Requirements 
 
Table 20: Specific goals and practices in Requirements Development 
 
Manage Requirements 
SP 1.1 Obtain an Understanding of Requirements 
SP 1.2 Obtain Commitment to Requirements 
SP 1.3 Manage Requirements Changes 
SP 1.4 Maintain Bidirectional Traceability of Requirements 
SP 1.5 Identify Inconsistencies Between Project Work and Requirements 
 
Table 21: Specific goals and practices in Requirements Management 
 
Analysis of these processes 
From the discussions within the BAPD team at Experian, it was observed that the 
customer/client requirements are mainly developed through series of workshops 
being conducted. These workshops include various stakeholders including SME, 
Tech Leads, Decision Analytics and Business Analysts. BAPD maintains a 
catalogue of such requirements as they can be used for similar work in future. At 
this stage during the requirements development, the BAPD team might confer 
upon the testing activities if the project size were large.  
 
When it comes to small pieces of work, many such small pieces are grouped 
together to make an initial estimate by BAPD team. Experian regularly does these 
releases and the current such release is known as Core Software Release 39 
where many small changes across many applications are being released to live 
environment. When BAPD team makes these estimates within their team, they 
have a contingency of around 100%. This contingency is then reduced once the 
Build and QA teams do the estimate. The PMO team collates these estimates and 
there are regular reviews with respective teams to reduce this contingency as low 
as possible (Discussions with people at Experian, 2009). 
 
BAPD team uses requirements catalogue for developing and maintaining the 
interdependencies (internal as well as external) between different requirements. 
At every stage within the requirements development phase BAPD team have 
regular reviews and sign offs (internal as well as external). At the same time the 
BAPD team use traceability matrix for tracking these requirements when various 
stages of projects have been done (from business requirements to functional 
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While having these discussions with the BAPD team, it was observed that BAPD 
team plans to involve Perot Systems in future for their Business Analysis and SME 
work. Although it is in the pipeline this approach, would help BAPD not only 
improve existing processes but regular reviews and audits will help them 
standardise these processes in long term. Although reviews are done on a regular 
basis, currently no audits are being conducted to assess the quality of work from 
BAPD team (Discussions with people at Experian, 2009). 
4.2.5 Common processes in different teams 
This section contains process areas that usually form part of each team at 
Experian. The questions specific to these process areas where asked to various 
stakeholders at Experian including Build, Support, QA, Change and Configuration 
Management, PMO and BAPD teams. These process areas are thus practiced in 
multiple teams across the delivery group and hence have been categorised as 
common processes. 
 
4.2.5.1 Organisational Training 
 
Processes covered under Process Area 
Processes under Organisational Training comprise of processes being followed and 
adopted for developing the skills and knowledge of people within the 
organisation. This is important from a project planning point of view for selecting 
the right knowledge and skill set required for project executions. Following are 
the specific goals and specific practices, which were evaluated under this process 
area (SEI, 2005): 
 
SG 1: Establish an Organizational 
Training Capability SG 2: Provide Necessary Training 
SP 1.1 Establish the Strategic Training 
Needs SP 2.1 Deliver Training 
SP 1.2 Determine Which Training 
Needs Are the Responsibility of the 
Organization 
SP 2.2 Establish Training Records 
SP 1.3 Establish an Organizational 
Training Tactical Plan SP 2.3 Assess Training Effectiveness 
SP 1.4 Establish Training Capability NA  
 
Table 22: Specific goals and practices in Organisational Training 
 
Analysis of these processes 
Trained staff is the backbone of any organisation. The Productivity of people 
involved can contribute to the success of an organisation largely. As highlighted 
in the article by Tracey, J et. al, (1995) where transfer of newly trained 
supervisory skills was examined. Organisation wide training is thus important in 
Experian. “Brown Bag” sessions are one of the ways this happen in Experian. 
 
Conducting cross team trainings and awareness/knowledge sessions is one of the 
ways this can be done. Not only should there be training sessions within the 
teams but these cross functional trainings will help one relate to other teams in a 
much better way. May be one of the ways to do this would be to include these as 
a part of the induction program at Experian which particularly concentrates on 
processes involved within the CSDD group (Discussions with people at Experian, 
2009). 
 
4.2.5.2 Decision Analysis and Resolution 
 
Processes covered under Process Area 
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The Decision Analysis and Resolution process area comprises of processes used to 
analyse possible decisions using a formal evaluation process. This evaluation 
process evaluates the identified alternatives against established criteria by 
different teams. Following are the specific goals and specific practices, which were 
evaluated under this process area (SEI, 2005): 
 
SG 1: Evaluate Alternatives 
SP 1.1 Establish Guidelines for Decision Analysis 
SP 1.2 Establish Evaluation Criteria 
SP 1.3 Identify Alternative Solutions 
SP 1.4 Select Evaluation Methods 
SP 1.5 Evaluate Alternatives 
SP 1.6 Select Solutions 
 
Table 23: Specific goals and practices in Decision Analysis and Resolution 
 
Analysis of these processes 
Every team at Experian has its own guidelines for decision analysis. Although this 
can be noticed on a larger scale in the build team, these guidelines are being laid 
out at all teams within CSDD. Teams like PMO, BAPD have them documented the 
build team does not.  
 
Evaluating alternatives solutions for analysing a decision is good when the 
solution needed is not urgent. For example: the turnaround time for a Serve C 
and P1 call within Support team have to be resolved within 1 hour and there is no 
innovation which can go into finding alternatives for such solutions (Discussions 
with people at Experian, 2009).  
 
That said changes, which take more time, could have these processes being 
followed where they can have alternatives. Set processes, which have to be, done 
regularly (the one that are categorised as tier-4) can have a “shopping list” kind 
of concept implemented where one has to select from list of solutions available 
from the existing knowledgebase as similar kind of issues must have been faced 
before (Confidential documents at Experian, 2009). 
 
4.2.5.3 Measurement and Analysis 
 
Processes covered under Process Area 
Processes under Measurement and Analysis are mainly used to measure certain 
aspects of how the teams operate. Analysis of such measure can lead to certain 
decisions by respective teams. This process area covers processes used to collect 
this data, storing and analysing the data and reporting the data to concerned 
people. Following are the specific goals and specific practices, which were 
evaluated under this process area (SEI, 2005): 
 
SG 1: Align Measurement and Analysis 
Activities SG 2: Provide Measurement Results 
SP 1.1 Establish Measurement 
Objectives SP 2.1 Collect Measurement Data 
SP 1.2 Specify Measures SP 2.2 Analyse Measurement Data 
SP 1.3 Specify Data Collection and 
Storage Procedures SP 2.3 Store Data and Results 
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SP 1.4 Specify Analysis Procedures SP 2.4 Communicate Results 
 
Table 24: Specific goals and practices in Measurement and Analysis 
 
 
Analysis of these processes 
Measurement and Analysis is a CMMI maturity level 2 process area that is forms a 
foundation for higher maturity levels. It was observed that many teams do carry 
out some kind of measurement and analysis but it was strange that none of this 
was being used for any kind of decision making, which is the ultimate aim of the 
process.  
 
For example: The QA team has one key measure called “Delivered Defect 
Density” that measures the no of defects to no of days of efforts put in the 
deliverable for that project. Although this measure is used for Service Credit 
where if the ratio is more than a particular set limit then a Service Credit is being 
put on Perot, it can also be used for many other decision-making before one 
enters in the QAT phase (Discussions with people at Experian, 2009). 
 
The Build team also collects data on actual efforts put in to the project activities 
against that planned, but once the project has been delivered these measures are 
never used for further improvements and future projects. 
 
Other examples of measures include those done within the change and 
configuration management team for internal reporting. But again, these reports 
are not used for making any decisions. The Build team lacks in these processes, 
as there are no such measurements, being used to make decisions by the 
concerned team leads. 
 
Tools like Sharepoint, Uni-centre Service Desk (USD) are being used largely on 
many projects, but these are not used in its full capacity. There are many 
features that can help get the processes much faster and organised. For example, 
one can get graphical summaries of various sections within USD as well as 
Sharepoint, which are currently not being used (Confidential documents at 
Experian, 2009). 
 
From PMO and BAPD teams there are many measurements and analysis done on 
a project level. For example: PMO team at Experian uses issue templates to track 
issues within the project. At the same time, every project has a agreed tolerance 
level of deviation from the project plan and anything beyond that is dealt with the 
respective PM on the project. Whether it is being escalated to Project Portfolio 
Managers or to the Project Sponsor depends on the severity of the deviation 
under consideration. These measurements and analysis (done in PMO and BAPD 
team) are used for helping improve the productivity in future projects. 
4.2.6 Process Areas which weren’t evaluated 
 
Processes covered under these process areas 
Certain process areas were not included as part of this research as they did not 
lie within the scope of the study. These processes are mainly the ones that form a 
part of CMMI Maturity level 4, and level 5. Since the study involved looking at 
process areas under CMMI Maturity level 3 these processes were excluded from 
the research. Following is the list of these process areas (SEI, 2005): 
• Casual Analysis and Resolution (CAR) 
• Organisational Innovation and Deployment (OID) 
• Organisational Process Performance (OPP) 
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• Quantitative Project Management (QPM) 
 
At the same time, there were certain process areas under the category of process 
management, which were excluded because of absence of a separate process 
group at Experian. Following is the list of these process areas (SEI, 2005): 
• Organisational Process Definition (OPD) 
• Organisational Process Focus (OPF) 
 
Analysis of these processes 
The study revealed that there were certain indications that some of this process 
areas and the processes within them are being followed to a certain extent. For 
example: each team does have a process expert, who looks into the processes 
being followed by the team. Thus, there are separate people from each team, 
who do take care of things like defining the process from a standards point of 
view. At the same time, these individuals do certain kind of measurement and 
analysis from their respective teams. These quantitative analyses although in its 
naïve stage can help in future when Experian plans to get to highest maturity 
level (Discussions with people at Experian, 2009). 
4.3 Management involvement 
CMMI has to be part of an organisation culture so as it to be successful. This 
statement has received a much greater support in the article by Gefen David, et. 
al, 2006. Further, they say, “Improving software development is not a matter of 
methodology alone. It is a matter of matching culture with task”. Another aspect 
of this research was to understand how leadership team at Experian is involved in 
this initiative. 
4.3.1 Aims and objectives behind this initiative 
One of the very important questions to understand from leadership team and 
higher management perspective was to know the primary aims and objectives 
behind this initiative. Discussions with members of leadership and management 
team at Experian revealed many interdependent objectives for such kind of 
initiatives (Discussions with Leadership Team at Experian, 2009). 
• One of the foremost reasons for this initiative was to understand how 
Experian compares to industry standards when it comes to overall delivery 
of the project. 
• Experian has seen a double-digit growth and their Software development 
team has grown and evolved over this period. At the same time the client 
base had increased over this period. This act as another input for 
evaluating well the clients and the people within these teams are 
organised and to what extent they are process driven 
• Another aspect for this kind of activity was to assess how well managed is 
quality of the products and services offered by Experian. 
• Whether the process are well defined and whether they are repeatable 
across the organisation was one such objective which relates more to the 
benchmarking exercising 
• Identifying if there are measures and matrix in place to improve in future 
and to identify certain processes within teams which don’t work well was 
one such objective of this initiative 
• Giving an unbiased view was another such objective of the exercise so as 
to have an external person evaluate the processes 
• Finally understanding the face value of these processes and the way they 
are being run across Experian was another objective of this study 
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4.3.2 Understanding strategic drivers 
Discussions with various head of teams revealed that the process improvement 
initiative has always being part on Experian’s vision. There were couple of such 
initiatives done earlier out of which IBM, which looked into software development 
at Experian, did one. This was done primarily to enter in a contract with Perot 
Systems for offshore development model. 
 
Although similar kind of initiatives have been done they have been restricted to 
team levels and thus there was a lack of understanding from overall process 
delivery. Further discussions with Leadership also revealed that Experian wasn’t 
trying to do this exercise from gaining potential clients’ perspective but being at a 
particular level in terms of maturity within CMMI would definitely help potential 
and existing client relate to processes adopted by Experian. 
 
Further to the discussion, the strategic alignment of such initiatives in comparison 
with competitors revealed that this initiative will definitely help improve its 
market value and would make Experians’ client feel that they are in safe pair of 
hands. One of the leadership member revealed that this initiative will not only 
help add value to clients business in terms of their information and data 
capabilities but would also help clients to have a focussed and process driven 
approach towards software development. 
4.3.3 Benefits and Barriers 
One of the aspects of involving the leadership team in this research was to 
understand their perspective of the potential benefits and barriers for such kind of 
process improvement initiative across the organisation. Since leadership team at 
Experian has a vast amount of experience in terms of the way business should 
work it was easy to understand why leadership team wants to get into these 
initiatives by starting it at a department level (in this case CSDD). 
 
4.3.3.1 Potential Benefits 
Some of the potential benefits which leadership team thought can be obtained by 
adopting CMMI standard at an organisation level can be summarised as follows: 
 
 
Figure 9: Benefits of CMMI - Leadership Team viewpoint 
 
Main theme within benefits discussions with leadership team was that about 
increase in the overall productivity of the delivery process. Other benefits would 
follow as part of this and thus can be considered as secondary or derived 
benefits. For example: better resource management would follow better 
productivity as resources can be moved between projects as the standard 
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4.3.3.1 Potential Barriers 
Some of the potential barriers which leadership team thought can hinder the 
organisation from adopting CMMI standards can be summarised as follows: 
 
 
Figure 10: Barriers of CMMI - Leadership Team viewpoint 
 
Main theme within the barriers discussions with leadership was that about the 
increased cost and resource constraints. Not only there would be a cost in setting 
up process improvement initiatives but also one has to invest in sustaining these 
initiatives. Although other barriers were derived, ones the cost and resource 
constraints were the primary ones (Discussions with Leadership Team at 
Experian, 2009). 
4.4 Interface between Experian and Perot Systems 
Perot Systems provides information technology services and business solutions 
throughout the world. Through its flexible and collaborative approach, Perot 
Systems integrates expertise from across the company to deliver custom 
solutions that enable clients to accelerate growth, streamline operations and 
create new levels of customer value (About Perot Systems, 2009).  
 
Experian draws upon Perot Systems’ strong processes and methodologies in 
delivering business critical services and applications. Experian utilises Perot 
Systems’ services for several of their IT applications development and 
maintenance programs (About Perot Systems, 2009). Most of these services at 
Perot Systems come from its involvement with Experian with Build and QA teams. 
Thus Perot forms a critical part of the whole lifecycle of the project at Experian. 
The high level process interface between Perot and Experian have been 
documented in a document call “service delivery document” which is considered 
as bible when it come to processes being followed between the two. 
4.4.1 Pros and Cons of using CMMI at Perot Systems 
One aspect of this study was to understand what are the pros and cons of 
adopting CMMI processes from Perot System’s viewpoint. This was important 
because Perot works closely with Experian teams and are core team from the 
overall delivery cycle.  
 
The discussions with some Perot colleagues at Experian revealed that the there 
are both sides to CMMI when it comes to the overall operations. While most of 
the disadvantages were from the perspective of having higher turn around time 
the benefits included higher quality products and better work flow management. 
Some of the advantages and disadvantages highlighted in these discussions can 
be summarised as follows (Discussions with Perot Systems, 2009): 
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Advantages of adopting CMMI Disadvantages of adopting CMMI 
Better process standards and better 
resource management 
Higher costs involved in terms of 
implementing CMMI and maintaining 
them 
Projects can be executed in 
manageable chunks 
Project schedule have to include 
CMMI related tasks apart from 
business as usual tasks 
Root cause analysis and project 
mitigations become easier 
Data collection for some processes 
are difficult and can be time 
consuming 
Procedural approach across all teams 
involved in software development 
lifecycle 
Turn around time for small projects 
can increase 
 
Table 25: Advantages and disadvantages of adopting CMMI 
4.4.2 Leveraging CMMI knowledge from Perot Systems to help Experian 
It was necessary to understand from Perot Systems viewpoint how they can help 
Experian get to a particular maturity level and help them sustain this position on 
long term basis. These discussions with Perot Systems were analysed to see how 
expertise at Perot System can be leveraged to Experian. 
 
Some of the ways in which Perot Systems knowledge can be leveraged to help 
Experian attain a particular level of maturity can be summarised as follows: 
• Experian can examine Perot Systems processes being followed and 
understand the pros and cons in each 
• Experian can evaluate what works well and what doesn’t and select those 
peaces of processes which work well 
• Consult a process expert at Perot Systems to help define the processes 
which can be then reviewed across the board for better functioning of 
these processes 
 
One of the things, which came out of this discussion, was the fact that the Project 
Initiation process at Experian is one of the best-managed processes at Experian. 
At the same time the discussions revealed the lack of process maturity in Build 
team and when it comes to overall work flow management.  
 
Discussions with leadership team at Experian also revealed that there was a 
scope to use vast bank of re-usable processes at Perot Systems. As discussed 
with one of the members from the leadership team right now Experian does not 
even use 8-10% of the total processes, which Perot employ in their other 
engagements (Discussions with Perot Systems, 2009). 
4.4.3 Benefits and Barriers 
Some of the benefits Experian can get from implementing/adopting CMMI 
standard according to discussions conducted with Perot colleagues can be 
summarised as follows: 
• Controls within the teams and between teams would be stronger and thus 
help in productivity 
• Defining the processes and documenting the whole process will help Perot 
function better to understand the way particular projects operate 
• Resources can be used on multiple projects and can be better managed in 
terms of allocating the bandwidth 
• A structured delivery process which would help new resources understand 
and relate to the overall business 
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• Quality of the product would be increased and end products can be better 
managed being stable 
 
At the same time some of the potential barriers to such initiatives can be 
summarised as follows (Discussions with Perot Systems, 2009): 
• Owner for process improvement initiative have to be identified and process 
expert has to own the initiative 
• Cost and resources constraints have to be managed throughout the 
initiative 
• Involvement of Senior Management and getting a buy-in is important 
• Both perceived and real executive support is important 
• Availability of resources when needed 
4.5 Maturity Level to aspire and GAP Analysis 
One aspect of the research at Experian was to understand where Experian stands 
when compared to CMMI maturity model and which level should they aspire for. 
The study was done to benchmark Experian against CMMI-Development Maturity 
level 3, which in this case would be the aspired level. The conclusion section 
mentions more about the way these processes are now and what they should 
look like to be in future.  
 
Although most of the processes at Experian were found to be matured the fact 
that these processes were not documented and were not mandated in the 
estimates in these teams make them look like they are on initial stage. 
 
There are always some pros and cons of change within an organisation but the 
way these changes are accepted by people within the organisation helps in 
organisation in long term basis. The recommendations section within the report 
highlights the pathway forward and mentions what and how Experian to aspire in 
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5. DISCUSSION 
The research carried at Experian involved many stakeholders and hence over the 
course of time the scope was to cover the Build processes and QA processes in 
depth. Processes for estimation and QA processes were assessed to see the how 
they match to CMMI standards. At the same time processes in Change and 
Configuration Management were analysed to see the way these separate teams 
operate along with other teams.  
 
The study also covered issues faced by these teams and various stakeholders. 
Teams also gave an insight into how process improvement initiatives at Experian 
would help the overall functioning of the software development process. As 
mentioned in the analysis section above discussions were done with leadership 
teams to assess the importance of such initiatives and how it aligns to Experians’ 
vision. 
 
In this section, the high-level themes like the issues faced, things, which can 
work well, and benefits and barrier of taking a step towards such initiatives have 
been discussed. 
5.1 High level issues 
Issues were understood from all the relevant stakeholders from the project 
delivery viewpoint and also from the overall operational flow in CSDD teams. 




Figure 11: Issues faced by different teams 
 
Most of these issues are concerned with the fact that the processes are not well 
understood between teams. For example: the processes followed by Build team 
during the life cycle of the project are not well understood by other teams. 
 
At the same time the one of the greatest concern from resources standpoint is 
the bandwidth available to employees. Some people with whom the discussions 
were conducted were working out of hours to work on such initiatives. This was 
good thing as it shows the commitment towards these initiatives but it still lacks 
the much-needed push from senior management side. Thus, the overheads will 
be great for the bandwidth available. 
 
Awareness within the teams was another such issue, which can be derived from 
the discussions with these teams (Discussions with Experian people, 2009). 
Discussions revealed that only people above tech lead level had an overall 
understanding of the whole software development lifecycle within Experian. 
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Although there have been organisation wide trainings conducted, having these 
trainings on a regular basis and having cross team brown bag sessions can be 
one way to tackle these awareness issues. 
 
Learning from previous mistakes have always been the best ways to implement 
things better and make sure that these mistakes are not repeated helps one to 
increase the productivity of the delivery projects. Although it was observed that 
the Post Implementation Reviews are documented and what works well and what 
does not are noted it is never being used for future purposes. Identifying common 
trends within these reviews and planning the actions according can help software 
development productivity at Experian 
5.2 Things which can work well 
The discussions with every team also involved getting their inputs on what 
things/areas do they think can work well along with the process improvement 
initiatives. Some of the ways in which the overall processes can work well can be 
summarised as follows: 
 
 
Figure 12: What can work well to get to a particular CMMI Maturity level 
 
Here we see that the most of the things, which different teams think can work 
well, includes things that can be categorised under awareness initiatives. At the 
same time, things that are already working well within different teams should be 
tried out with on teams, which need certain process changes (Discussions with 
Experian people, 2009). One of the main things, which came out of these 
discussions with teams and leadership team, was the way Perot Systems can get 
involved in this initiative. 
 
One other thing which people within these teams thought would work well was 
the way in which different tools are being used. Using tools like USD, Sharepoint, 
OTL etc. with features which would integrate well with the overall software 
development lifecycle at Experian is another way of improving productivity within 
these teams. This is because some of the teams mentioned about lack of 
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6. CONCLUSION 
An analysis on the job task of evaluating Experian against the CMMI-development 
standard shows that some of the processes at Experian are mature while others 
are still at a nascent phase. The analyses, conclusions and recommendations 
were made considering that CMMI level 3 maturity would be a desired, realistic 
level of maturity to be achieved by Experian, as beyond this maturity level the 
overheads increase drastically. Perhaps once Experian attains CMMI level 3 
maturity, a similar exercise can be carried out to evaluate what it would take for 
Experian to go to the next level considering a foundation has been laid for the 
same. Let us revisit the questions mentioned in the original scope of the study 
and see whether they have been answered. 
 
Comparison of processes to CMMI standards 
From the analysis done on the processes at Experian, it can be concluded that 
some of the processes at Experian within the CSDD team, like those followed by 
the PMO and BAPD teams, are quite matured and can achieve a capability level of 
3. QA on the other hand have shown a lot of improvement over the past when 
the processes at QA were changed and updated for better functioning. 
 
Processes within the build team, though undefined and undocumented, have 
shown good maturity over the years. These in conjunction with future 
improvement drives could definitely help Experian achieve CMMI level 3 maturity 
down the line. 
 
Gap analysis between current level and aspired level 
A gap analysis of the processes revealed that some of the process areas within 
Experian are up to level 3 capability while some are still at the nascent phase. A 
snapshot of the same is shown in figure 13 below. 
 
















































































Figure 13: Capability Level of CMMI Process Area at Experian 
 
This targeted maturity level will help Experian in overall product delivery, 
expansion of its client base and in maintaining its current clientele.  
 
Leveraging knowledge from offshore partner (Perot Systems) 
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An analysis of Experian’s offshore partner (Perot Systems) reveals that the 
processes being used by Perot Systems can be leveraged onto Experian, allowing 
the former to act as a consultant for the process improvement initiative at 
Experian. This is due to the availability of dedicated process improvement experts 
at Perot Systems who could help Experian attain CMMI level 3 maturity. 
 
Benefits and Barriers of this initiative 
Discussions with different teams and the senior management at Experian 
revealed that this initiative would majorly benefit Experian by enabling efficient 
interplay within and between its various teams. Secondary benefits include 
product quality and a shorter product lifecycle. From the point of view of 
individual teams, understanding the processes involved and the way things can 
be improved is an added bonus.  
 
As far as the barriers to this initiative go, most of the teams listed ‘engagement 
of people’ as one of the top issues. Working in a process driven organisation 
would not only help individuals grow in their career but will also help them align 
themselves to Experian’s vision. People should feel they have contributed towards 
this initiative rather than feeling obligated to working towards it. It is thus 
important to involve people from all levels of the organizational framework. 
 
Although the initiative would bring about many changes within the organisation, 
the three most critical success factors in these changes will be change 












For any change to be made in an organisation it is important to know what things 
are working well and what are not. Based on the analysis of this study, a number 
of recommendations, to help separate changes that should be made in the short-
term from those to be made in the long term, have been proposed. 
 
Short-term recommendations have been separated from medium and long-term 
recommendations for providing one with the right approach to take this initiative 
to the next level. Meanwhile, medium and long-term recommendations have been 
proposed to help Experian achieve CMMI level 3 maturity specifically. While short 
term recommendations are immediate, medium and long term recommendations 
have been made for looking into Experian’s overall business 1-2 years down the 
line. 
7.1 Short Term Recommendations 
 
Putting across a approach to be taken: 
Achieving CMMI level 3 maturity is a huge task and would require lots of time and 
effort, and more importantly a custom-made systematic approach targeted to 
achieving the same.  A phase-based approach wherein each phase will help 
Experian take the required step towards achieving level 3 maturity seems ideal 
(figure 14).  
 
 
Figure 14: Proposed approach to process improvement at Experian 
 
 
These phases can be followed within the CSDD group as the first phase of the 
approach has been covered under this study. Experian needs to concentrate on 
getting CSDD processes in place before the overall software development 
department could accept this. After this, the next step for Experian is to identify 
process improvement experts and create a separate group that would spend 
some time on defining processes that require improvement within the CSDD 
group. Hiring a process expert from Perot Systems to consult on the same can be 
one way of achieving this. At the same time, looking into existing Perot Systems 
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processes and the way the governance model around the CMMI has been placed 
can be another way of doing this. 
 
Six months after the processes have been defined and adopted, a SCAMPI level C 
appraisal must be carried out, which involves an SEI licensed organisation going 
through the assessment process as described in the flow figure 14. Lessons learnt 
from the SCAMPI appraisal should be reported and worked upon before the 
SCAMPI level A appraisal is done. Through all these phases resource constraints 
will be a major limiting factor in terms of people, time and investments. 
 
Recommendations for process improvement within specific teams 
There were many process areas which are run well and are matured enough to 
have CMMI capability level 3. Certain process areas need specific attention for it 
to be matured. These include processes in Change and Configuration 
management, Build, QA team that are as follows: 
 
• The processes followed by Configuration and Change Management teams 
for infrastructure team can be used in CSDD group as well. These 
processes work well with infrastructure teams and can hence be applied to 
CSDD. 
• Software tools like CMDB can be used along with USD for better reporting 
process. This tool helps one to have a graphical view of reporting 
methods. 
• Oracle Time and Labour can be leveraged not only for tracking the actual 
time spent on the project but can also be used for better functioning of the 
workflow management at Experian. 
• Sharepoint features can be used for better document and project 
management. 
• Processes are being followed at team levels but certain teams lack 
documentation around these processes because of which they have not 
been defined. An owner from each team should be identified to drive this 
process and to be held accountable for the same. 
• These owners at the team level could then come together and form a 
process improvement group. 
• Small changes have to be dealt with differently as they tend to consume a 
lot of time in case all the processes are followed. Hence, provisions for 
deviation from normal process should be laid out and documented. 
• Measurements and analyses are being conducted in all teams but are not 
being used for any kind of decision-making. These measurements should 
be used to analyse the project and thus should be documented for future 
use. 
• Although Post Implementation Reviews are conducted after every project, 
none of the results from these meetings are being used for future projects. 
Leadership teams and Senior Management should learn from these PIR 
meetings and use this data for decision making in future projects. 
• Regular external audits and reviews should be conducted within and 
between the teams to ensure that, the standards are being followed across 
all projects. 
• Things working well within the dedicated teams at Experian should be 
leveraged on to other CSDD projects to ensure that the processes are 
being standardised within the CSDD group. 
• Implementing more processes followed by Perot Systems. 
• Arranging organisation level trainings can be another step towards 
spreading the awareness through “brown bag” sessions. 
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7.2 Medium and Long Term Recommendations 
Once the short-term recommendations have been implemented, one can then 
concentrate on leveraging the experience gained in CSDD to look into aspects of 
overall software development at Experian. Having a separate process 
improvement group independent of any team is one such approach towards 
achieving this objective.  
 
Moreover, once Experian has gained the right expertise and skill sets for process 
improvement initiatives, these initiatives can be made part of the hiring program 
at Experian wherein newcomers are made aware of these processes to help the 
organisation achieve its vision.  
 
On a long-term basis, integrating CMMI as part of Experian culture will greatly 
help Experian in its future growth. Since the study was limited to CMMI-
Development standards, in the longer run one can also explore the CMMI-
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APPENDICES 
Appendix A – Questions covered as part of discussions 




What are the main aims/objectives/goals of adopting Software Process 
Improvement (SPI) standard like CMMI? 
2 How does process improvement standard align to Experian's vision? 
3 
Does it help organisation to create a good brand image among potential 
and existing customers? 
4 
Do clients (banks, retail, finance, etc.) look at companies with certain 
maturity levels before they enter into any contract? 
5 
Is the motivation for such benchmarking because of competitors doing it 
or is it something Experian sees from long term benefits? 
6 
What influenced Experian's decision for adopting CMMI standard against 
any other SPI standards? What were the initiation factors which influenced 
this decision? 
7 
Have Experian tried to do this exercise of benchmarking before and if yes 
what were the outcomes of this? (A brief about any sort of process 
improvement programs in past and any documents) 
8 
Is attaining CMMI maturity level important to Experian from getting 
perspective clients and maintaining good relationship with existing clients 
or is it just understanding where does it stand from a SPI standard point 
of view? 
9 
What are the existing standards being used in Experian? Do they use any 
SPI frameworks like ISO 15001, Six-Sigma etc? 
10 
What kind of direct and in-direct benefits is Experian expecting from long 
term point of view from such SPI? 
11 
Among the 22 listed Key Process Areas which are the ones which surely 
needs improvement from overall delivery process? 
12 
Is Experian approaching any new projects differently from previous 
projects so as to see the feasibility of such changes in long term? Trying 
out standards like CMMI, ISO on internal projects which can start small 
and can slowly progress in future 
13 What ratio of projects does Experian handle (RAD vs SDLC)? 
14 
How does the leadership team at Experian think to leverage the 
experience of their vendor Perot System can help Experian in long term? 
Like for eg: adopting certain processes which work well 
15 
Have Experian adopted/changed processes which they think are 
productive in Perot System and thus can gain the same outcome if these 
processes are followed at Experian? 
16 
How well are people aware of processes within other teams/departments? 
For eg: Does QA team know what activities and processes does BAPD 
team have 
17 
Is there a separate process improvement group at Experian? Are audits 
done for processes being followed at different teams? 
18 
To what extent are the people within the CSDD aware of SPI standards? 
How is leadership team involved in creating the awareness for such 
standards? To what extent people in higher Management are involved in 
these initiatives? 
19 
What are the high level issues faced by the teams for which standards like 
CMMI have been carefully selected for evaluation? 
20 Does Experian plan to create awareness as part of organisation trainings? 
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Evaluating processes in Support and Configuration Management 
 




How are various configuration items and work products identified for 
configuration management? Configuration identification is selection, 
creation and specification of: 
- Products delivered to the customer 
- Designated internal work products 
- Acquired products 
- Tools and other capital assets of the capital's work environment 
- Other items that are used in creating and describing this work 
products 
For example: process description, requirements, design, test plans and 
procedures, test results, interface description, drawings, source code, 
tools 
Sample configuration items 
2 
Does Experian establishes and maintains configuration 
management and change management system for controlling work 
products? 
- Configuration management system includes storage media, tools and 
procedures for accessing configuration system 
- Change management system includes storage media, tools and 
procedures for recording and accessing change requests 
3 
Run through the configuration management system to understand 
how the baseline is being established, created, released and maintained 
throughout (software baseline can be a set of requirements, design, 
source code files and the associated executable code, build files, and 
user documentation) 
4 
Does Experian maintain a separate change request database? How are 
change request recorded? What is the tool used to do the same? Who 
analyses the impact of the change request? Understand the process 
for change request 
5 
How are configuration items changed after baseline? Is there a separate 
process to do the same? Understand the process for change in 
configuration item 
6 Does Experian establish and maintain records describing configuration items? Revision history, change log, etc. 
7 
Does Experian perform configuration audits to maintain integrity of the 
configuration baselines? What are different audits being performed? 
Functional/Physical Configuration Audit or configuration management 
audits? How frequently are these audits done and do you document the 
report from these audits to create action items? 
8 Is configuration management set at project level? Are they same across all the projects or do they have deviations within different projects?  
9 Are there any kinds of processes involved where quantitative analysis is being performed in Configuration Management? 
10 How does Perot System do the Configuration Management for the development and design related work? 
11 How are changes to the business requirements managed as they evolve during the project/product development? 
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Evaluating processes in Build 




How are alternative solutions for a product / product component / service 
/ change request selected? What are the selection criteria for such 
alternative solutions? Selection criteria typically address costs (e.g., time, 
people, and money), benefits (e.g., performance, capability, and 
effectiveness), and risks (e.g., technical, cost, and schedule) 
2 
How are decisions made for the use of commercial off the shelf products 
(COTS)? What is the process for selecting the best alternative solution 
and who is the owner for such activities? 
3 
Sample Product Design document containing details of the product. What 
are the criteria’s under which the design for the product can be 
evaluated? 
4 Are techniques like prototype, OOD, ER Models, design reuse, design patterns being used on the projects? 
5 
Where are project specific documents stored? Functional specs, technical 
document, etc. Does Experian establish and maintain technical data 
package as part of project documents? How are interfaces designed and 
are they documented separately from the technical data package? 
6 
How are the decisions for make, but or reuse taken? Who are the 
stakeholders taking these decisions? How are the products managed with 
technology changes?  
7 
How are designs implemented? What are different processes involved in 
the process? Are reviews conducted at regular intervals? What action 
items are generated out of the review meetings? What are different types 
of testing activities involved during this phase? 
8 
Are support documents created during the implementation activities? 
Which stakeholder group is part of creating the support documentations? 
Is Perot responsible for support documentations? Sample end-user 
training manual, user's manual, maintenance manual, online  
9 
Are these above processes being followed at project level? Are they same 
across all the projects or do they have deviations within different 
projects?  
10 Are there any kinds of processes involved where quantitative analysis is being performed in these compliance activities? 
11 Is Perot Systems involved in any audit/compliance activities? 
 




How are product integration sequences defined and who is responsible for 
these integration sequences? Considering the fact that there are lot of 
changes made in the products how does one decide this sequence for 
integrating these changes with the product? 
2 How is product integration environment, procedures and criteria established?  
3 
How frequently are reviews for such integration activities being 
performed? Who are different stakeholders as part of these review 
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4 
How is final product assembled after it has been given a go ahead? What 
are the processes involved in delivering these product components or 
changes once the QAT and UAT is being performed? 
Evaluating processes in QA 




What are different types of products and product components selected 
for validations? For eg: User Interfaces, user manuals, training 
materials etc. 
2 
As part of the testing process what are different tests conducted on a 
product? Path coverage testing, decision table based testing, 
load/performance/stress testing. What are the criteria to identify 
which tests to conduct? 
3 Are the validation/verification (test) methods developed concurrently and iteratively with the product and product components? 
4 Is there separate validation/verification (Test) environment and are they being re-used?  
5 Does the environment provide replication, analysis of results and revalidation/re-verification (retest)  of problem areas? 
6 
Does QA document the environmental, operational scenario, procedures, 
inputs, outputs and criteria for the validation of a specific product? 
Sample document which documents this 
7 
Are validations on a product performed throughout its lifecycle? Are the 
validations procedures documented and are the deviation being noted? 
Sample document for validation report 
8 
Are validations being analysed against the actual criteria? Does Experian 
create any kind of analysis report which identifies a design or 
requirements issues in RD and TS processes 
11 Does Experian have peer reviews for testing? What kinds of peer reviews are conducted? Walkthrough, active reviews, inspections 
12 
Are peer reviews reported and issues coming out of peer reviews being 
worked upon? How are these issues tracked and how is the data 
collected for these reviews?  
13 How is peer review data analysed? Is this data used to evaluate the performance for people involved in the peer reviews? 
14 
Are the validation and verification (testing) standards set at project 
level? Are they same across all the projects or do they have deviations 
within different projects?  
15 Are there any kinds of processes involved where quantitative analysis is being performed in testing activities? 
16 Is Perot Systems involved in any Testing activity? Unit Testing/regression testing/performance testing etc 
 
Questions on Process and Product Quality Assurance process area 
Sr. 
No. Questions 
1 Is there a separate quality assurance group independent of CDSS projects? 
2 
Are processes followed by projects being objectively evaluated? Are 
there any evaluation reports, non-compliance report or corrective 
actions identified in these evaluations? 
3 Are work products and services being objectively evaluated? Are there any evaluation reports, non-compliance report or corrective actions 
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identified in these evaluations? 
4 Are non compliant issues communicated to the concerned staff and managers? Is the resolution for these issues ensured? 
5 
What actions are taken for such non compliance issues? For example a 
corrective actions report is created, evaluation report is created, etc? If 
not resolved within the project are these documented for escalation to 
higher management level 
6 Are reports for quality trends being created as part of this process? 
7 
Are these above processes being followed at project level? Are they 
same across all the projects or do they have deviations within different 
projects?  
8 Are there any kinds of processes involved where quantitative analysis is being performed in these compliance activities? 
9 Is Perot Systems involved in any audit/compliance activities? 
Evaluating processes in BAPD and PMO 




Ask for a soft copy of a Project Plan to understand the parameters which 
go into the Project Planning. What are the major parameters which are 
considered in each project and examples of specific parameters per 
project? Sample parameters can be scope, project/product requirements, 
technical approach, project lifecycle, models, data, etc. 
2 
How are the top-level estimates done? Does Experian use WBS to 
establish initial scope of the projects? Who all are involved in these 
processes including PMO team? Does WBS at this stage is being 
identified by: 
- risks and their mitigation tasks 
- tasks for deliverables and supporting activities 
- tasks for skill and knowledge acquisition 
- identifying the product/components that will be externally acquired 
- identifying work products that will be reused 
3 
How does Experian establish and maintain the estimates of the attributes 
of work products and tasks? Is size the primary input to many models 
used to estimate effort, cost, and schedule? For example: No of 
functions/function points, no of classes/objects, lines of code. 
4 
What are different project lifecycles? What are the parameters to decide 
the project lifecycle? How is SDLC and Agile practiced in Experian? Are 
there sub phases? 
5 
How are the attributes of work products and tasks converted to 
estimates of labour hours and cost? (Sample project plan to explain the 
concept) 
6 
Does the Cost estimates include costs for infrastructure needs like 
memory requirements, peripherals, communication channels, servers 
etc. 
7 
Does Experian use historical data/models for estimating effort and cost 
required for similar kind of projects? For example: technical expertise, 
travel, knowledge/skill and training needs, overheads etc. What are the 
major costs in a typical project?  
8 
How are the major milestones and constraints in the project identified? 
For items of which little data is available how are the schedule 
assumptions made? 
9 
How are task dependencies identified? Are there any models like Critical 
Path Method (CPM), Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) 
etc being used to identify these dependencies? 
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10 Are there any processes to establish corrective action criteria? What are the criteria that constitute a significant deviation from the project plan? 
11 
How are budget and schedule determined? Does it include tasks like: 
- defining the committed and expected availability of resources 
- determining time phasing of activities 
- defining dependencies between the activities 
- using appropriate historical data to verify the schedules  
- defining incremental funding requirements etc. 
12 
How are risks identified in a typical delivery project? Are the risks 
documented separately? Are there reviews with appropriate stakeholders 
to obtain agreement on the completeness and correctness of risks? How 
are the priorities for risks resolution resolved? 
13 How is data managed on project level? Is there a process to identify who has what level of access on data? Is previous data archived for later use?  
14 Is the entire scope of the project divided in to work packages and are these work packages used to identify the resources required thereof? 
15 
Are process requirements defined with all relevant stakeholders so as to 
ensure smooth project execution? How are facilities, equipments and 
components requirements identified on a typical project? For eg: 
computer software, office space, applications etc.) 
16 
How are staffing requirements determined within the project? Are the 
staffing done of a need basis is there a concept of staffing pool/bench in 
Experian so as to have the resources when required? 
17 
Does Experian maintain a separate database for skills and knowledge for 
their people? This is important from staffing and finding right resources 
for the project. Is there a separate staffing department which maintains 
this data? Are there any in-house trainings, external trainings, staffing 
and new hire trainings being conducted?  
18 Is there a document which identifies the stakeholders in each phase of the project? 
19 How does one review the plans that affect the project? Does Experian maintain the reviews of plans that affect the project? 
20 
How are project renegotiated in Experian? accomplished by lowering or 
deferring technical performance requirements, negotiating more 
resources, finding ways to increase productivity, outsourcing, adjusting 
the staff skill mix, or revising all plans that affect the project or 
schedules 
 




Are actual values of project planning measured against the project plan? 
How are cost and effort recorded and monitored for the project plan? 
How does one monitor the attributes of work products and tasks on the 
project? 
2 Are project deviations and performance recorded? How are these recorded/documented and how frequently? 
3 How are project risks, commitments, data, stakeholder involvement monitored and how are significant deviations dealt with in these cases? 
4 
Does Experian conduct progress reviews and milestones reviews on 
project? Who all are involved in these reviews and are the issues and 
deviations documented? 
5 
Does Experian collect and analyses issues? What are the processes 
involved and different stages in which these issues are dealt with? 
- issues through testing 
- significant deviations in project planning etc. 
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6 What are different types of corrective actions taken for such issues and how are they managed? 
 




How are the preparations for risk management conducted? In other 
words what preparations are conducted to establish and maintain a 
strategy to identify, analyse and mitigate risks? 
Sample Risk Management Plan 
2 
How are risks determined and how are risk sources and their categories 
identified? Internal vs External. For example some of the risk sources 
can include: 
- uncertain requirements, infeasible design, unavailable technology and 
inadequate skills 
- cost and funding issues 
- inadequate communication with actual or potential customers or with 
their representatives 
Phases of project lifecycle can be used as broad categories for 
risks (QA, Development, Progrm Mang, design, Deployment etc.) 
3 
How are risk parameters defined? What are the parameters to analyse 
and categorise risks? For example: risk probability, impact and severity 
of risk occurrence, consequence of risk etc. 
Are there any thresholds defined for risk categories like cost thresholds, 
schedule thresholds, performance thresholds etc. 
4 How is Risk Management strategy established and maintained at Experian? 
5 
How are risks identified in a typical engagement? Are there any specific 
processes to conduct this exercise? Some of the ways in which risks can 
be identified: 
- examine each element of the WBS to uncover risks 
- conduct risk assessment using risk taxonomy and by interviewing SMEs 
etc. 
- examine lessons learnt documents and risk management of similar 
products 
Are their reviews conducted or checkpoints done for elements that can 
impact the project? 
6 How are risks evaluated, categorised and prioritised? 
7 
How are these risks mitigated to reduce the adverse impacts on 
achieving objectives? Is there a risk mitigation plan and how is it 
implemented? How are contingencies like Red, Amber and Green decided 
and what are the factors which contribute to these contingencies 
 




What are different types of acquisition types that would be used for all 
products/services and product components to be acquired for the 
project? 
2 What are different criteria to select suppliers in a typical large project (new client) engagement? 
3 
What are different sections in a typical SLA? (statement of work, 
specification, terms and conditions, list of deliverables, schedule, budget, 
defined acceptance process, who are responsible and authorized to make 
changes, standards and Procedures to be followed, reviews to be 
conducted, etc.) Sample SLA for further reference 
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4 
What activities are performed as part of executing the SLA? Are any of 
the processes which Perot follow being monitored and analysed so as to 
check their effectiveness? Which are these processes? How are 
evaluations done in terms of the supplier work products and when are 
these accepted? 
 




How are processes within a project defined and is there a process repository 
(process assets) from where one refers to different processes for planning 
project activities?  
2 How are project environment established? How are different project plans integrated and who manages these plans? 
3 
When any new process is being implemented what is the process of making 
this as part of process assets or how are this being put as part of process 
repository? 
6 How are stakeholders involvement managed within projects? How does one manage dependencies between projects and between different teams? 
7 If there are any issues arising out from these dependencies how are they managed and resolved? 
 
Questions on Requirements Development 
Sr. No. Questions 
1 
How are customer requirements gathered? Is the testing process for 
validating and verifying these requirements defined at this stage? How 
are other relevant stakeholders involved in this phase? 
2 
How are product requirements gathered? How are requirements 
allocated to each product component? (product req. is different from 
customer req. as they involve technical details which are used in design 
purpose) 
How are relationship between the requirements established? (change in 
one requirement can affect other) 
3 
How are interfaces (external as well as internal) to the product 
identified? How are the requirements for such interfaces developed? Who 
is responsible for this phase of the project? 
4 How are operational concepts and scenarios established and maintained? Which team is responsible for creating these use cases? 
5 How are the reviews for Requirement Development conducted and how are he audits done? 
6 
Which team is responsible for creating the activity diagrams and use 
cases for establishing a definition of the required functionality? How are 
performance related measures analysed which can be tracked during the 
development phase? 
7 
How are requirements analysed to achieve a right balance between 
various stake holders requirements like cost, schedule, performance, 
functionality, maintainability and risk? 
8 
Are requirements being validated before they can be developed so as to 
identify the risks and issues upfront? If yes what are the processes 
involved and different measures which does these validations? For eg: 
creating a prototype, demonstration, simulations etc. 
9 Are these above processes being followed on all projects? Do they have deviations within different projects?  
10 Are there any kinds of processes involved where quantitative analysis is being performed in these processes? 
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11 Is Perot Systems involved in any Requirements Development activities? 
 
Questions on Requirements Management 
Sr. No. Questions 
1 
How are requirements inconsistencies managed? Where are current and 
approved set of requirements maintained and who maintains these 
requirements? 
2 What are the processes involved in obtaining a commitment to requirements? 
3 
How are requirements change managed during the lifecycle of the 
project? How are the impacts of such changes analysed and which team 
is responsible for managing these changes? 
4 Is there a requirements traceability matrix which can manage high level and lower level (derived) requirements? 
5 
How are deviations between project plan and requirements managed? 
Which team is responsible for managing this and how are these being 
communicated to relevant stakeholders? 
Evaluating processes followed across all teams 




Are there any kind of measurement and analysis conducted within 
projects? If yes what are the objectives behind such measurements? Are 
these objectives and actions to be taken documented? How are these 
refined and clarified? Sample of such measurements and analysis 
2 How are these measures quantified? How are these measures prioritised, reviewed and updated? 
3 How is the data collected and who is responsible for maintaining this data? Where is this measurement data stored? 
4 
Once data is collected how is this data analysed? Are there any 
automated processes used to collect, store and analyse the data? Are 
their any reports created from these analyses? 
5 Is this data understandable and is it used by the project teams for any sort of decision making? 
6 Is this process for conducting measurement and analysis of data being followed and aligned to the way Experian operates it business? 
7 
Are these above processes being followed across all projects? Do they 
have deviations within different projects or are they not followed in some 
projects and why?  
8 Is Perot Systems involved in any measurement and analysis activities? 
 




Which team is responsible for establishing guidelines for decision 
analysis? Or is it that each team has its own set of guidelines for 
decisions made within that team? Are there any separate processes to go 
through this decision analysis exercise? 
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2 
How different alternative solutions are thought of and is there a separate 
process for evaluating these alternatives? Are this alternative solutions 
criteria updated regularly? 
3 How does one go about selecting the solutions for making a decision? 
 
Questions on Organisational Training process area 
Sr. 
No. Questions 
1 How are training needs identified? How is it determined which training needs are the responsibility of the organisation? 
2 How are organisational wide training plans established? How is this training capability established? 
3 How are these trainings delivered and are there any records maintained for tracking these trainings? 
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Appendix B – Glossary 
 
BAPD: Business Analysis and Product Design 
CAR: Casual Analysis and Resolution 
CBC: Concept Business Case 
CM: Configuration Management 
CMMI: Capability Maturity Model Integration 
CPM: Critical Path Methodology 
CSDD: Credit Services Development and Delivery 
DAR: Decision Analysis and Resolution 
IEEE: Institute for Electrical and Electronic Engineers 
IPM: Integrated Project Management 
ISO: International Organization for Standardization 
KPA: Key Process Areas 
MA: Measurement and Analysis 
OID: Organisational Innovation and Deployment 
OPD: Organisational Process Definition 
OPF: Organisational Process Focus 
OPP: Organisational Process Performance 
OT: Organisational Training 
OTL: Oracle Time and Labour 
PERT: Program Evaluation and Review Technique 
PI: Product Integration 
PMC: Project Monitoring and Control 
PMI: Project Management Institute 
PMO: Project Management Office 
PP: Project Planning 
PPQA: Process and Product Quality Assurance 
PRINCE: Project in Controlled Environments 
QA: Quality Assurance 
QPM: Quantitative Project Management 
RD: Requirements Development 
REQM: Requirements Management 
RSKM: Risk Management 
SAM: Supplier Agreement Management 
SCAMPI: Standard CMMI Appraisal Method for Process Improvement 
SDD: Service Delivery Document 
SDLC: Software Development Life Cycle also known as waterfall model 
SECM: Systems Engineering Capability Model 
SEI: Software  
SG: Specific Goal 
SME: Subject Matter Expert 
SP: Specific Practice within the specific goal 
SPE: Single Point Entry 
SPI: Software Process Improvement 
SW-CMM: Software Capability Maturity Model 
TS: Technical Solution 
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Appendix D – Project Lifecycle and gateway review process 
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Appendix E – High level and low level process flow diagram 
 
Source: Internal Experian document - Estimation Process 
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Source: Internal Experian document – projectlifecyclevisio.vsd 
 
